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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY -- NATIONAL POLICY FOR
11911" EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER

1. February 1967: Concept of signal police telephone number

recommended by the President's Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice.

2. 1968: AT&T proposed 911 to FCC as the single emergency

number (police, fire, rescue, etc.) and made it available

for nationwide use.

3. 1968-1973: The concept was studied, conferenced and

debated by industry, government and others.

4. 1973: 200 communities served by 911 service.

5. March 21, 1973: OTP issued national policy statement

(Bulletin 73-1) designating "911" as nationwide emergency

telephone number (police, fire, rescue, etc.).

6. May 1973: OTP published "911," "A Handbook for Community

Planning" (this is in its third reprint by GPO) cost

$1.35, Stock No. 2205-0003.

7. January 1973: "911" service made an integral part of

The Emergency Medical Services Systems Act of 1973.

8. September 1974: 457 communities served by "911" service,

an increase of 220% since issuance of "911" policy (less

than two years).



9. February 1975: Three states, California, Florida,

and Louisiana have enacted statewide "911" legislation.
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Burglary suspect triggers hidden camera and alarm.

DETECTION BY ALARMS AN SURVEILLANCE DEVICES

Devices for sounding a alert with no human inter-

vention would have .adva tages both as a deterrent to

criminals and in facilitati the response to an incident.

Many devices are availab : silver-tape electric alarms,

pressure and acoustic se rs, radar, and ultrasonic, in-

frared, and ultraviolet bea s. These devices can protect

unattended premises fro intrusion by detecting move-

ment in a room or motion cross a perimeter.
False alarms are a prob m for any alarm system. In

Washington, D.C., in 196 , 4,450 alarms were received
by the police; 98 percent f them were false. Since an-
swering each false alarm akes an average of about 30
minutes and since patrol ars tend to spend about half
their time answering calls, this was approximately equiva-
lent to full-time duty of o patrol car.
New, low-cost private laxrn systems are being devel-

oped and may become N idely installed. These devices
can automatically send prerecorded messages directly
to the police. As a con equence, the police should ex-
pect 'a significant increas in the number of false alarms.
To prevent this increase rom seriously disrupting police
operations, police depart ents should establish minimum
standards for direct-calli g alarm installations. On-site
inspection should be req ired to assure that the alarm
itself is mechanically and lectrically reliable (usually not
a serious problem), tha Its installation is not subject
to simple accidental fail e as from blowing wind, and
that it is not subject to cidental triggering by the oc-
cupants.

Various kinds of street : 'arm or surveillance networks
have been proposed to d ect crime in the streets. The
proposals range from sim e pushbutton alarms to sophis-
ticated pattern-recognizi • devices that detect cries of
"help." Other sensors in lude closed-circuit TV cameras
(fed to a console at the police station), simple micro-
phones, and magnetic sen ors triggered by specially coded
devices carried by indivi • als. To explore these sugges-
tions, the task force has amined several system designs.
The automatic systems est over $1 million per square
mile, far too much for est communities. Furthermore,
they may pose an insoluble false-alarm problem and so
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are not recommended. Accessible street emergency com-
munication facilities, di cussed below, can serve many of
the same functions, a can be developed much more
readily.

COMMUNICATIONS TO T E POLICE

The apprehension p
a call, and a number of
ing street communicati
a victim or a witness to
The victim of a rob

dime cannot now use
phones can be adapte
without using money,
in Hartford, Conn.
planning to extend
Most major cities

that are usually incon

D.C., has 920 such b
mile. During Wonl

red, white, and blue

in case of air raids a
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cess can respond only after it gets
hings can be done to modify exist-
ns equipment to make it easier for
each the police.
er careful enough to steal the last
he public telephone. Public tele-
so that the operator can be reached
was demonstrated in a recent test
he Bell Telephone System is now
s capability widely.
ave a network of police callboxes
picuous and locked. Washington,
xes, or about one every one-fourth
War II these boxes. were painted
and made available to the public
d other emergencies.
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The Commission r commends:

Police callboxes sho d be designated "public emergency

callboxes," should better marked and lighted, and

should be left unloc ed.

The false-alarm e for such callboxes would probably

be far less than fro a mechanical alarm, since a poten-

tial prankster would have to reveal his voice. While ex-

perience with a po ce callbox may not turn out to be

fully comparable, o e metropolitan fire department esti-

mates the false ala rate for calls received over the tele-

phone to be less th n 3 percent, far less than the false-

alarm rate for an tomatic or a mechanically-actuated

alarm.
In trying to call sie police from an ordinary telephone,

a person ma be b; vildered by the many police jurisdic-

tions and the ario s telepho e numbers associated with

them. In the os ngeles . a alone, there are 50 differ-

ent telephone umbers at reach police departments

within Los An les C • nty. It should be possible to

have a single t p • ne number to reach the police

directly. England as such a universal emergency

number.

The Commission recommends:

herever • ractical, a sin le .olice tele shone number

sho
.204 eventually over the entire United States, compara e

to the telephone company's lon. - istrunren=1"1""r-x .na mn

number.

a metro itan area

This is difficult but feasible with existing telephone

switching centers; it appears practical with the new

electronic switching systems being installed by the Bell

System, and should be incorporated. In the interim,
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telephone companies should print on each telephone num-
ber disc the number of the police department serving
that telephone's location.

0 Once a call reaches the pa lice, the facts must be sent
to the police officers who N ill respond. This linkage
occurs in the police commun cations center, which per-
forms what the military calls the command-and-control
function. Military analysts h ve given extensive atten-
tion to this function.
The communications center role has increased as the

telephone has become the co mon access to the police,
and as more police officers ha e been equipped with ra-
dios. Even though the co unications center is the
nerve center controlling the mute-by-minute deploy-
ment of the police force, it h s received surprisingly lit-
tle attention. It is often sque zed into a spare corner of
police headquarters under the ommand of a sergeant or
a patrolman. It operates with absolete or poorly designed
equipment and procedures th t have tended to evolve
by chance rather than through areful design. A notable
exception is Chicago, which i ested $2 million in mod-
ernizing its center in 1961.
When a person calls the poll e, a complaint clerk takes

the call, decides on the polic a reaction and its priority,
passes the information to a &dio dispatcher who then
dispatches a car. This gathe g, evaluating, and dissem-
inating of information norm ly takes from 1 to 5 min-
utes, and occupies 20-50 pe cent of the total response
time. It can take much Ion
. 

r during periods of intense

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Immediate Improvements. Even before considering
major new technology, impro ing such simple aspects of
command and control as floa r layouts, design of head-sets and microphones, and location of control switches

Chicago Police Department's communications center

and time stamps can improve a center's performance
der heavy load. In some cent
as the complaint clerk and the
functions are separated. Some
handling part of a city; others
all handling calls for the whol
which can affect performance s
loads, have evidently evolved
physical restrictions than as the
of the different possible confi
mentally measured, both in op
laboratory control in a simula
manner, standard and emerge'
can be tested, decision rules ca
ing and experience can be prov
simulated extreme conditions.
In a riot or other general cm

tions center must transform a p
loose collection of independent
ordinated force. Means must b
display, rapidly and continuou
tactical intelligence relating to th
the disposition of forces. The
staff must be headed by a comma
this information and who has th
the available forces. Continge
that might arise must be develope
accessible form. These plans ca
tion laboratory.

un-
, the same person serves
ispatcher; in others, the
enters have a dispatcher
have several dispatchers
city. Such differences,
ificantly under critical

ore from tradition and
esult of planning. Each
urations can be experi-
ating centers and under
fon laboratory. In this
y plans and procedures
be evaluated, and train-

officers undered police

rgency, the communica-
lice department from a
nits to a cohesive, co-
provided to collect and
y, all the varieties of
location of events and
ommunications center
der who can assimilate
authority to command
y plans for situations
and stored in a readily
be tested in a simula-

The Commission recommends:

A versatile laboratory for contin
munications center operations, I
changes in operating procedu
should be established with Fede

Computer-Assisted Command a
dition to operating changes,

mg simulation of corn-
king primarily toward
s and arrangements,
I support. -

d Control. In ad-
troduction of modern
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(b) Responsibility for the establishment of 911 service should reside with local
government. This is the level of government closest and most responsive
to the beneficiaries of this service, and at which the need for most emer-
gency service arises. At the local level the coordination of the responsibil-

ities and functions of public safety agencies can best be accomplished, and
consideration of special local needs undertaken most effectively. Since the
areas served by telephone company central offices generally are not coin-
cident with local political and jurisdictional boundaries, planning and imple-
mentation of 911 service should proceed through the cooperative efforts
of all affected local agencies and jurisdictions.

The character of 911 service is essentially local and intrastate; Federal
regulation or legislation in this area, accordingly, is not appropriate. States
are encouraged to assist localities in their planning and implementing of
911 service.

(c) The cost for basic 911 telephone service arrangements should not be a
deterrent to its establishment. The direct cost to local governments gen-
erally includes only the charge for local lines and terminal equipment needed
to answer and refer 911 calls.

Planning and implementation of basic 911 service should not be deferred pend-
ing evaluation of proposed additions to basic 911 service. A number of 911 ser-
vice enhancements (automatic call routing to particular jurisdictions and agencies,
automatic number identification, etc.) have been proposed. These service en-
hancements should be considered with regard to their cost-effectiveness. Local
authorities should, however, proceed to implement basic 911 service, to which
enhancements can subsequently be made if desirable.

4. FEDERAL INFORMATION RESPONSIBILITY. A Federal Information Center on the
emergency telephone number 911 will be established within the Office of Tele-
communications in the Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230. The in-
formation to be available includes material on the techniques and methods of
service and a comprehensive handbook on 911. Advice and assistance will be
available through this center to local governments wishing to initiate 911 service
in their communities. The center will also act as a clearinghouse for information
concerning Federal assistance programs that may be available for the establish-
ment of basic 911 service.

The availability of this Information Center on 911 service should be considered by
Federal departments and agencies which have responsibilities in this or affected
fields.

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD
Director

.419
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AT THE FIRST SESSION •

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday, the third day of January,
one thousand nine hundred and seventy-three

0.11 2ct
To amend the Public Health Service Act to provide assistance and encourage-

ment. for the development of compatehensive area emergency medical services
systems.

_Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
t; weed 'States of America hi 0 On g e 88 CS6'ell?bled,

S 11011T TITLE

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Emergency Medical Serv-
ices Systems Act of 1973".

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEMS .

SEC. 2. (a) The Public Health Service Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new title :

"TITLE XII—EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

SYSTEMS

"DEFINITIONS

"Sic. 1201. For purposes of this title:
"(1) The term 'ernero-encv medical services system' means a

system winch provides for the arranL-rement- of personnel,
and equipment for the effective and coordinated delivery in

an appropriate geographical area of health care services under
emergency COD dltiODS occurring either as a result of the patient's
condition or of natural disasters or similar situations) and which
is administered by a public or nonprofit private entity which has
the authority and' the resources to provide effective administration
of the system.
"(2) The term 'State' includes the District of Columbia, the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

(3) The term 'modernization means the alteration, major
repair (to the extent permitted by rerruiat ions), remodeling, and
renovation of existin,,, buildin,rs (including- initial equipment

. thereof), and replaceinent of obsolete. 1)l It-in (as determined
in ,accor(1ance with rerrulations) equipment of existing buildings.

'(4) The term 'section 314(a) State health planning- agency'
menns.the agency of a State which administers or supervises the
adminvztration of a State's health planning functions under a
State plan approved under sect ion 314(a)•

(5) The term 'section :24( b) areawide health planning agency'
means a public or nonproiit private a.rency or organizat ion which
has developed a comprehenFive rt"Tional. metropolitan, or other

term 'sect 4
local ,aroa plan or plans referred to_ in sect ion 311(1)), and the

IOU 31 (b) pian' means a comprehensive regional, metro-
polit:tn, or other local arca
314(b). 

plan or plans referred to in section
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"(I') the application is submitted in such form and sueh manner
and contains such in formation (including specification of appli-
-cable provisions of law or regulations which restrict the full
ut ilization of the training and skills of health professions and
allied and other health personnel in the provision of health care
services in such a system) as the Secretary shall prescribe in

. regulations.
"(4) (A) An application for a grant or contract under section 1203

or 1204 may not be approved by the Secretary unless (i) the applica-
tion meets the requirements of subparagraphs (B) through (F) of
paragraph (3), and (ii) except as provided in subparagraph (B) (ii),
the .applicant (I) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that the emergency medical services system for which the application
is submitted will, within the period.specified in subparagraph (B) (i),
meet each of the. emergency medical services system requirements
specified in subparagraph (0), and (II) provides in the application
a plan satisfactory to the Secretary for the system. to. meet each such
requirement within, such period. .
"(B) (i) The period within which an emergency medical services

system must meet each of the requirements specified in subparagraph
(A) is the period of the grant or contract for which application is
made; except that if time applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Secretary the inability of the applicants emergency medical serv-
ices system to meet, one or more of such requirentents within such
period, the period (or periods) within which the system must. meet
such requirement (or requirements) is such period: (or periods) as
the Secretary may require.
"(ii) If an applicant submits an: application for a grant. or con-

tract. under section 1203 or 1204 and demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the, Secretary the inability of the system for which the application
is submitted to meet one or more of the requirements specified in .
subparagraph (C) within any specific period of time. the demonstra-
tion and plai . prerequisites prescribed by clause ( ii) of subparagraph
(A) shall not. apply with respect to such requirement (or require-
ments) and the applicant shall provide in his application a plan,
satisfactory to the Secretary. for achieving appropriate alternatives
to such requirement (or requirements).
"(C) An emergency medical services system shall—

"(1) include an adequate number of health professions, allied.
health professions, and other 'health personnel with appropriate
training and experience;
"(ii) provide for its personnel appropriate training (including-

clinical training) and continuin, education pro;.:Tains which (I)
are coordinated with other pro .,Trams in the system's service area
which provide similar training and education. and (II) emphasize
recruitment and necessary training of veterans of the. Armed
Forces with military training and i.xperience in health care fields
and of appropriate pul)lic sa Cot -V per:ion :!el iu such area ;
"(iii) join the personnel. facilities. a rid equipment of the system
-67.Th-Tirini communications i,-5- 0117.16- ',at re,- ifF.'srir:for effiFF-

V'eiiiTTF:7111 a eomintii-ii-c-aTibn-S-
faci ltV \Ville 1.  Ilt 1 1ZOS eillerg(.11.Cy rete4itiniN.plionic. screen-

nt iliiesmNypTi-in.§:ua .-:.k;-socrot Af • pyi'i3ei'ib-CS. •
)I.LR llt_LIZsLAhe 11111Veliti elller0110V MItilber 9  and

will have direct communic;It ion connc.c ions and In ercon-
acciums-lut.. equipinclit 0 OW SyS ciii
and with oLner approptlatc.•. emergeacy mediTiriThervices systems;
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EMS: Comments are due into the Department of Health; Educa-

tion & Welfare April 15 on proposed regulations to govern grants

for feasibility studies and planning -in connection with HEW's ad-

ministration of the Emergency Medical Services Systems Act - of 1973,

and for establishment and operation, expansion and ,improvement of

EMS systems. -

The proposed regulations define an EMS system as "a system

which provides for the arrangement of personnel, facilities, and

equipment for the:effective and coordinated delivery of health care

services in an appropriate geographical area under emergency con-

ditions (occurring either as a result of the patient's condition

or of natural disasters or similar situations) and whic
h is admin--:'

istered by a public or nonprofit private entity which has the auth-

ority and the - resources ito provide effective administration of the

system."-
. . •

- .

The:."appropriat6 geographical'area"'is defined 
as "an:area in

which the-Secretary"--(of HEW) determineS,- on the basis
 of -informa-

tion contained in an application for a'grant under 
this part and_

such other -information as he deems appropriate for p
urposes -of such :

determination, efficient and -economically feasible'emergency medi- -

cal services can be delivered, taking into considerat
ion existing

medical service areas and comprehensive health p
lanning areas, in-

cluding areas with'respect .to which applications have been
 approved

by the Secretary under Section 314(b) of the Act." ,-.• --

Among other things, the proposals state, ,an EMS 
system 'shall'

(3) Join -the'personnel,' facilities, and equipMe
nt of the system by _

a central =communidations system so that requests 
for emergency health

care services -will-be handled by a communications f
acility which - '

utilizes emergency medical telephonic screening; 
utilizes (or., with—

in such period as the Secretary may prescribe, will 
utilize) the

universal emergency telephone'r 11; andwill -have direct com-::

Tr777771777— 775M7Tions an interconnections with the pe-rsonnel, fac-

ilities,- and equipment of the system and with other 
appropriate

emergency medical services systems." - -
- _ _ .

"A 'central 'communicationssystem," HEW proposed, "include
s a - -

system command and control center Which is responsible for 
establish-

ing those communication channels and providing those p
ublic resources

essential to the most effective and efficient emergency medic
al ser-

vices management of the immediate problem, and which has the neces-

sary equipment and facilities to permit immediate interchange o
f in-

formation essential for the system's resource management and control.

The essentials of such a communications center are that (A) all re-

quests for system response are directed to the center; (B) all syst-

em resource response is directed from the center; and (C) all system

liaison with other public safety and emergency response systems is

coordinated from the center. Except to the extent provided (else-

where), the center need not direct or control medical care or treat-

ment."

4111 "Emergency medical telephonic screening," HEW said, "means

that the communications system has the capability of redirecting

requests for assistance that appear to be non-emergent in nature."

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS, 647 National Press Bldg., Washington
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It said "other appropriate emergency medical services.systems"are "those in neighboring areas which might be involved in commondisasters, those which. are contiguous with the system, : d thosewhich have entered into agreements with the system." -

• -. -Eligible applicants for the HEW grants are: "a state; .a .unitof general local government; a public entity administering a corn- -pact or other regional arrangement or consortium; or any other pub-lic entity and any nonprofit private entity." In the case of ,thelatter, the applicant must show "that there is adequate community ,support for carrying out the project, including support from,repre-sentatives of concerned public agencies and of private groups orother organizations in the service area of the project."
.rA section of. the proposed regulations provides that the EMS -project funds may be used for, among other things, "Purchasing com-munications equipment: provided that there.exists an overall pub-lic safety communications plan for the service area of _the projectthat is consistent with the regulations of _the FCC. . .; existing -equipment and facilities.are utilized to the fullest possible ex-tent; and evidence -is presented that reasonable effort has been madeto obtain funds from.other sources for such purpose.".• .

As for 911 -projects, HEW proposed e th funds may be used for"establishing use '.of the universal emer enc tele hone number 91111 except for costs customari y orne y _telephone company ..o o ay government."
'4111The:three-year, $185,000,000 program provides for ..funding of50% of the cost of a project, "or in the case of applications which .demonstrate an exceptional need for financial assistance, 75% ft

• -

BUSINESS-FOREST PRODUCTS: The FCC this week turned down a pe-tition from Forest Industries Telecommunications which had askedamendment of rule Section 91.354 to give the forest products radio •service shared.access to 12 low powerfrequencies currently, avail-able to the business radio service. FIT, the Commission said, hadstated that while technological advances in equipment manufactureand design have made remote control log hauling practical, the short-age of low power forest products frequencies has resulted in severecrowding and limitation of the number of people who can take•advan-.tage of this method of operation. It said reallocation of the busi-ness frequencies was necessary to "ensure proper tone selection co-ordination," the FCC noted.

In response, however, the Commission said FIT's needs can besatisfied without reallocation, since forest products eligibles arealso business radio eligibles, and can use the latter service fortheir remote control log hauling requirements. The agency said itdiscussed the matter of tone signal coordination with the NationalAssociation of Business & Educational Radio, and NABER "indicatedthat it would perform the necessary tone coordination in conjunctionwith the frequency selection coordination."

411

0.
RESTRICTED RADIATION: The FCC this week proposed Part 15 ruleamendments to update and clarify rules on technical specifications,
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FCC sets up medical category
for emergency radio service
Victor Block, Washington Editor

The Federal Communications
Commission has adopted rules
changes creating a "medical ser-
vices" category in the special emer-
gency radio service ( SERS ). The ac-
tion finalizes proposed rules changes
in a. proceeding initiated last year
(Docket 19880) and also covers two
earlier commission proceedings.
In Docket 19880, the FCC invited

comments on proposals by the Office
of Telecommunications Policy rec-
ommending establishment of a new
emergency medical radio service.
The inquiry also sought views on
recommendations concerning radio
communications requirements for
emergency medical services (TEL-
EPHONY. Dec. 10, 1973, p. 12).

Previously, in August 1972, the
commission had adopted a rulemak-
ing notice (Docket 19576) to pro-
vide eligibility for comprehensive
health services in the SERS. The
FCC also released a rulemaking no-
tice in November 1972 (Docket
19643)to allocate the 157.450 MHz
frequency to the SERS for medical
paging systems in hospitals.
The new rules adopted by the com-

mission incorporate present hospi-
tal, physician and ambulance cate-
gories, and expand eligibility to pub-lic health organizations, nursing
homes and other institutions and or-
ganizations that regularly provide
medical services. The FCC said the
expanded eligibility and permissable
communications provisions will en-able joint participation by all per-sons involved in medical communica-
tions.
The commission also said authori-

zation of major allocations in the
450-470 MHz band will provide a
frequency complex sufficient with
proper system planning to affordfull capability and flexibility for
emergency medical service opera-tions.

In adopting UHF allocations, theFCC said it is emphasizing flexibil-ity to meet differing requirementsin various areas. The allocations in-clude two frequency pairs at 460/465 MHz for dispatch and common

calling or mutual aid communica-
tions; three frequency pairs at 463/
468 MHz available primarily for bio-
medical telemetry, and also for other
medical requirements; five addi-
tional frequency pairs at 463/468
MHz available primarily for general
medical use and secondarily for te-
lemetry and other medically-related
communications; and four frequen-
cies at 458 MHz (shared for high-
way call box operations) for extend-
ed portable operations in telemetry
systems.
The commission also retained the

VHF frequencies now allocated for
practically all present medical com-
munications. While the 450-470 MHz
band frequencies will be used by
most new medical systems, the FCC
said operations in the VHF region
will remain intact. In an effort to
improve communication difficulties
of these systems, the new rules al-
locate three additional frequencies
for one-way medical paging systems
and two low-power frequencies at
150 MHz for extended portable op-
erations.
The commission said frequencies

for use in medical services are
shared by all licensees in an area,
and that the most efficient use of the
new UHF frequencies is expected to
result from user cooperation in de-
veloping common systems. These
would use central dispatch and con-
trol centers for coordinated opera-
tions under area-wire communica-
tions plans.
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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY -- TV CAPTIONING FOR THE DEAF

1. December 17, 1970: FCC Public Notice Advisory says

relationship between deaf and TV is similar to that of

radio to blind, offers suggestions to licensees for

emergency bulletins, etc., suggests stations rotate

presenting useful information to deaf. But, FCC rejects

idea of issuing rules, says licensees are best judge of

viewer needs.

2. December 2, 1971: OTP letter to FCC encourages FCC to

continue its efforts, notes inquiries from public and

White House to OTP on subject.

3. December 20, 1971: Report on National Conference on TV

for Hearing Impaired.

4. December 22, 1971: OTP letter to ABC praises industry

efforts.

5. February 3, 1972: OTP briefing memorandum to Michael Farrell,

White House.

6. July 13, 1973: OTP letter to FCC discusses need for

emergency TV bulletins and captioning EBS.
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7. August 1, 1973: FCC response to OTP, notes 1970 Public

Notice, will consider OTP request for rulemaking,

dismisses EBS captioning, notes NES petition for

line 21.

8. April 19, 1974: OTP letter to FCC again urges action,

encloses letters (Alexander Graham Bell Association)

complaining about insufficiency of broadcast alerts.

9. May 22, 1974: FCC response to OTP, notes PBS and NBS

tests on program captioning, proposes no further action.

10. February 20, 1975: Senator Percy comments on need for

TV captioning for the deaf, says FCC's Public Notice is

inadequate.
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Federal Communications Commission a 1919 t. areal, ra. Viashingon, D.C. 20554

FCC 70-1328
56051

December 17, 1970 - B
THE USE OF TELECASTS TO INFORM AND ALERT VIEWEIT----

. WITH IMPAIRED HEARING

The Commission's attention has been directed to the need of deaf perions, and
those with impaired hearing, for information concerning emergency situa-
tions which may affect safety of life or property, as well as their
desire to benefit from news, information and entertainment programs. 1/
Estimates of the number of citizens who have impaired hearing and there-
fore have need for the receipt of news and entertainment material through
appropriate television programming range from 8.5 million to 20 million.
Many_of these persons, it appears, live alone and oftentimes- do -pot _
receive important news information unless advised by neighbOrs or friends.

As AM and FM radio are ideally suited to bring news, informational material
and entertainment to the blind, so the video segment of telecasts are
ideally suited to alert., assist and entertain persons with impaired
hearing. Therefore, the capability of television to present visual
material should be used to its fullest extent, i.e., while oral annouce-
ments of news bulletins,-sports scores, weather conditions, etc. are being
made on a telecast that the same material be presented, when feasible,
visually.

The material which persons with impaired hearing need and desire to
receive via telecasts falls basically into two categories--first, rapid
receipt of emergency information which concerns the safety of life or .
property, and second, the receipt of news, information and entertainment.
In respect to the need of all citizens including the deaf  and hard of
hearing for information concerning emerRencv situations, we are convinced
there can be little argument. We suggest to TV broadcasters that they
make use of visual announcements along with oral announcements when
presenting bulletins of an emergency nature, such as approaching tornadoes,
windstorms, hazardous driving conditions, escaped convicts, industrial
accidents, health hazards and other community dangers. These visual
announcements would not only provide an alerc to persons with impaired
hearing, but would also emphasize the importance of the announcement to
all viewers.

1/ The petition raising this subject mentioned particularly emergency material.
To the extent that the petition concerns the transmission of written infor-
mation relating to an Emergency Action Notification during conditions of -a
grave national crisis or war, or the use of EBS facilities, interconnectinz
iystems and procedUtes including the use of the Attention Signal for day-to--day
emergencies posing a threat to the safety of life and property, this matter
is under active consideration by the Nation:11 Industry Advisory Committee and
etion in this area will be considered at the conclusion of their studies.
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The second category of telecasts (new
s, information and entertainrnt)

with which the deaf and hard of hearing 
are concerned, also is signifi-

cant and worthy, in our view, of broadca
sters' attention. Leaders of

the deaf and hard of hearing have mad
e the following suggestions: In

respect to news programs--that visual bulletins of the matter under dis-

cussion be presented, that weather maps have
 descriptive phrases placed

on them and that some segment of the screen 
be, as far as possible,

continually reserved for the presentation of the face of the announcer

so as to permit lip-reading. In respect to informational programs--that

such programs be presented concerning the problems of the dea
f and hard

of hearing. At this time we note that various educational television

stations have. been and are presenting courses in lip-reading. In

respect to entertainment—that during sports programs the score
board b=

frequently'flashed on the screen, that names of players or pers
ons beir_g

pictured be presented' in written form and that broadcasts of movies be

made with subtitles when films are available with subtitles. We under-

stand that some sub-capt4oned Hollywood films are available from the

Division of Media Services and Captioned Films of the U.S. Office of

Education.

We wish to emphasize that it is the responsibility of each license
e to:

determine how it can most effectively meet the needs of its viewers.
 Ve

have not adopted and do not propose definite rules on this subjec
t, ar.,i

this Public Notice is advisory in nature. The above are suggestions cf

program presentation techniques which could assist a segment o
f our pc9u-

lation, suffering from a significant handicap, and make the tremendousl
y

powerful television medium more useful to them. We believe that these

1 techniques can be applied, to a significant degree, without interfe
riag

with the station's service to its general audience, and urge broa
dcasters to

explore them and apply them to Che extent feasible.

One approach to this subject which we believe warrants expl
oration is the

possibility of stations presenting material in a form espec
ially useful

to the deaf on a rotating basis. If this were done, for example, by each

of the various stations in a large city for a month, it mig
ht be possible

for them to do more in the way of visual presentation of value 
to the deaf

than each station would be able to do (or justified in doing) 
continuDusly.

We suggest that licensees in multi-station markets explore this 
possi-Dility.

The Commission does not believe that discussions and joint effor
ts am'-ng

licensees concerning programming for the deaf, without extending 
intc

other areas of programming or commercial practices, would be 
subject to

question under the antitrust laws.

We hope that this Public Notice will alert licensees to the 
importance cf

making television a truly valuable medium for the hard of heari
ng, and cf

our concern about the matter. We will observe developments in this 
area 

i
in the near future, and if the situation does not develop 

satisfactorily t

may be necessary to begin rule making looking toward the 
adoption of

minimum requirements.

Action by the Commission December 16, 1970. Commissioners Burch (Chairman),

Robert E. Lee, and H. Rex Lee, with Commissioner 
Bartley dissenting, end

Commissioner Wells concurring in the result.

Distribution: To all television licensees.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TEL ECOMP.WNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

DEC 2 1971

.Honorable Dean Burch
_Chairman

Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

DIRECTOR .

Correspondence received in my Office over the past year has

impressed on me the potential of communications and electronics

techniques for improving the lives of millions of hearing impaired
citizens in the United States.

Not long ago, Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., the President's Science
- Adviser, informed me of his strong interest in petitions before

the Commission looking toward the use of radio frequency devices
as auditory training aids for persons with severely impaired hearing.
While not endorsing any particular product, petition, or technique,
we agreed to inform you that the Administration strongly supports

activities to accommodate and foster new technologies, devices,
and aids for the handicapped. Particularly noteworthy also are
actions which foster the interest of the broadcast industry, such
as was done by the Commission's Public Notice (FCC 70-1328),
in offering telecasts that provide a means whereby warnings and
emergency bulletins and other services could be made available
to viewers with impaired hearing.

I understand that the Commission has an open docket on the matter
of electronic training aids for the hearing impaired which undoubtedly
will provide additional benefits. We want to encourage the
Commission and the industry to continue their fine efforts in this
important field.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead





EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF 7.71/4LECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Date: Deceml_cr 20, 1971

AmmIMMINIIMEMP

Subject: Report on National Conference on Television for the Hearing Impaired

To: RECORD

1. The National Conference on Television for the Hearing Impaired

was held in Knoxville, Tenn., December 14, 15, and 16, 1971 at the

Southern Regional Media Center for the Deaf on the campus of the

University of Tennc—see. The undersigned attended and participated

in the December 14 meetings only where it was felt that the OTP

input would be most effectil7P-
s,._,

2. The Conie5en6e was purposefully limited in the 'number of

attendees—We'daecte.ii've was, in short, to get those who could

speck for the interests of the hearing impaired in Television Broad-

casting together with those who were in position to .do something •

about the requirements. Following is a partial (but the most significant)

list of the attendees:

Mr. Julius Barnathan - Vice President ABC for

Broadcast Operations

Mr. Leonard Maskin - Vice President ABC for

Administration

Mr. William Carlisle - Vice President NAB for

Television
Mr. John Grogan - Time-Life Films

Mr. ,John Desmond - Universal Pictures

*Mr. John Torbet - Executive Director, FCC

Mr. Joseph Weidenmayer - Alex. Graham Bell Assoc.

for the Deaf
Mrs. -Elizabeth Eastburn - American Assoc. of Retired

Persons
a Mary Jane Rhodes - Council of Organizations

„Serving the Deaf

r'"----cre Camas - National Bureau of Standards

Schein - N. Y. U. Deafness Research Center

Mr. Malcolm Norwood - Chief Media Services and

Captioned Films Branch, HEW
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3. The Conference opened with presentations by Mr. Norwood

and Dr. Schein on the needs of the hearing impaired. While not

much new was said, Mr. Schein made a couple statemnts of

interest, namely: (1) "Regrettably access to the radio frequency

spectrum is governed by Nielson ratings", (2) "Size of the deaf

audience should not be the measure for determining its participation

in our society", and (3) "CATV is the real answer for the deaf.

The practical fact is that no major TV station will devote a
n hour

of time to 'deaf' events."

4. Unfortunately for Dr. Schein v./a-3. that he spoke e
arly in the

Conference saying that CATV was the answer. Lat
er the ABC

representatives and the National Bureau of 
Standards put on a

demonstration of the proposed NBS TV Time S
ystem. Because

the NBS system was designed to use modern integra
ted circuitry,

it is possible, using the NBS time code generato
r, to put captions

on a regular TV program. Most important is
 that the captions

would not be seen by the viewing audience unl
ess they-bad a decoder

and wanted to see the captions. Several captions 
would be available

at the same time.

5. ABC and NBS cooperated in putting on a live demonstration

of the latter's captioning system on a pro
gram originated in /7/7(-

New York studios. As a matter of fact the captione
d portion of the

cooperative program had its own "bullseye", 
1. e.:

There is no doubt that the NES system is
 a real break through

on two points, namely: (I) providing a new type of na
tional time

clock (i.e. a continuous visual clock) and (2) a p
ractical technique

for captioning TV programs primarily for the ben
efit of the hearing

• impaired. The presence and personal participat
ion by two ABC

Vice-Presidents in both the Conference and the cooperative
 demonstra-

tion is an indication of at least that network's 
interest.

6. The Conference received considerable press coverage—at least-

in the Knoxville area. It was featured on both the 6:00 P.M. and

11:00 P.M. television news programs with considerabl
e footage

devoted to the conferees in session.

7. As it was k-nown that the undersigned could particip
ate only in

the first day of the Conference, the Convener invited remarks from
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the OTP representative after the above 'described demonstration
was completed. Attached is a copy of the remarks made—deliveredexternporaneously—anci,judging from the later questions and comment,was well received.

8. COMMENT: This Conference is the latest in a series of actsthat was started in December 1968 by a Delegation of Representati-i-esfrom Deaf Organizations calling on Mr. J. D. O'Connell, then Directorof Telecommunications Management, to describe their problems.AS a consequence, the DTM sent letters to the Presidents of NBC,CBS, and ABC to start an initiative going. Since then there hasbeen considerable progress in the field of auditory training aids,teletypes for the deaf, and more TV programming adapted for thehearing impaired. The undersigned has worked continously in alow key role on the part of OTP to assist with this progress. Witlapositive results beginning to appear and support increasing, continuedactive interest by OTP is certain to bring on results that will beappreciated by many hearing impaired people and their families.

-7---2/7C,75etti

. R. Raish

• • -a ,7:,•^4•4:+7114r, • ,
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Mr. Perkins (  introduced Mr. L. R. Raish from the staff of the

.Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office of

the President.)

Mr. Raish: Thank you, .Mr. Perkins, for the fine introduction and the

opportunity to be present here in Knoxville at the National Conference

on Television for the Hearing Impaired. The work you are about to

undertake is important as it can result in bringing the joys of television

to a vast new audience. As you go about your work, I want you to know

that there is interest and encouragement on the part of persons high in

the Administration in seeing that technology, particularly telecomrnuni-.

cations technology, is applied to aid the handicapped. Mr. C. T. Whitehea

the President's Director of Telecommunications Policy and Dr. Edward

David, the President's Science Adviser have both indicated their strong

interest in the subject---this interest has been stressed in two areas,

namely, (1) the availability of auditory training aids for persons with

severely impaired hearing and, (2) the greater uses of captions in

television broadcasting (the principal subject of this conference).

The nature of both these areas is such, that in the "Washington

structure," they come under the regulatory purview. of the Federal

Communications Commission. An auditory training aid is, when you get.4. _ • .

down to it, a small radio transmitter/receiver operation. It is the

type of thing that requires radio frequency assignments, minimum

technical characteristics, and finally FCC "type approval. " Television

captioning is related, of course, to broadcasting. Thus the role of

our Office is one of providing encouragement to keep efforts iii the
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telecommunicationS'area on behalf of the hearing impaired moving

forward. Just .on December 2, 1971, Mr. Whitehead expressed

officially to the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission

the views of the Administration which are to strongly support "activities

to accommodate and foster new technologies, devices, and aids for

the handicapped." Noted in this same expression were the two points

that I just mentioned, i. e. auditory training aids and television

captioning and it concludes with the statement that "we want to encourage

the Commission and the industry to continue their fine efforts in this

important field."

By my presence here on behalf of the Office, I want to extend

this encouragement. You have assembled at this conference talented

and skilled professional persons, largely from the private sector, who

are both in position to provide superb advice and then to do something

about the decisions you reach. I emphasize that you who have organized

this conference are "going at the subject" in the right manner. You are

out to accomplish something at the "grass roots" level where, in my

opinion, the most responsive results can be achieved. At this meeting

you have brought together those who represent the "needs" and those

who can "do something" about those needs. Seeking a solution by

working in the private sector, as I see it, will get you the best solution

• and for this reason, on behalf of the Office, I encourage you to go forward

with the course of action you have started.
-

This in my opinion, is much
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to know with a reasonable degree of certa.inity, the numbers of our

U.S. population that are affected. Perhaps Mt. Weidenmayer of the

, Alexander Graham Bell Association could provide some information--

and Mrs. Eastburn of the American Assocation of Retired Persons

• could offer some comMents on the number of cases of geriatric

deafness.

Mr. Weidenmayer 

Mrs. Easturn  
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE
 PRESIDENT

. .
OFFICE OF TELECOMMU

NICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
20504

DIRECTCR

-DEC 22 lan

Mr. Julius Barnathan

Vice President, Broadcast 
Operations

and Engineering

American Broadcasting Com
pany

• 1330 Avenue of the Americas

New York, New York 10019

Dear. Julie:

I have learned recc tly of the
 cooperative tests

 being conducted

by the National Bureau of S
tandards and the Am

erican Bro•adcast.L=g

Company to prove the feas
ibility of TV capti

oning. While develop-

ment of the "TV Time Syst
em" has been a pr

incipal motivation,

I understand that the coo
perative demonstrat

ion of ABC and 2•ZBS

at last week's National Conf
erence on Television

 for the Hearing

Impaired also showed that 
the same techniqu

e could be a real

"breakthrough" from the 
standpoint of deaf pe

ople and their lamilles.

It is great to see this extra e
ffort by the U. S. 

broadcasting

community to bring televisio
n to our citizens

 with impaired hear
g.

I enjoyed talking with you in New
 York, and hop

e we can get together

sometime when we can trade 
views in a little m

ore depth.

'go

Sincerely,

I

Clay T. Whitehead





February 3, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Michael Farrell

Subject: Petition of the Council of Organizations Serving the Deaf

I understand that the C,Aancil of Or7auizations Serving the Deaf has

petitioned for captioninet of television news prolrarris and :Presirlential

speeches. In this connection there have been fairly recent d
evelop-

ments which I would like to make known to you.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has pioneered a new techni
que

In which written information may be embedded in unnsed portions 
of

ZIOT:nal television broadcast silaal. This information can be 
eisplayad

simultaneously with the television picture if the television se
t is

equipped with a relatively inexnensive attachment. Initially
, NBS

became interested in this technique z.ts a means of distributing ve
ry

accurate time and frequency information for which they are responsible.

Since tho technique can he used for transmission of any written informa-

tion, several uses other than time-frequency distribution have been

advanced. The two which are of vrincipa/ iiiterest are TV captionin
g

for the hearing impaired, and network control of programming.

NBS as been working with all three major networks, but ABC has

shown a special Interest gad has participated in a number of live

demonstrations. A demonstration is now scheduled for Galla.udet

College on :Cebruary lc. Attendance at this demonstration iv beinc7,

promoted by Secretary Stan, of the Denartment of Commerce who has

extended invitations to several high government officials.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules do not now allow
use of this technique in commercial TV broadcasting. However, Nal,

stron-3Iy surrctorted by the three networks plan to petition the FCC for a

change in rules.
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Since the technique has commercial lmrlications we believe that the
impetus for the necessary rule changes by the FCC should come from
the broadcasting industry rather than from the Administration. I:nw-
ever. it is appropriate for the Administration to indirectly foster use
of the system on a voluntary basis for the hearing impaired, and we
have taken steps to do so.

For your information I am attaching some of our correspondence in
this regard.

A.tchs.

cc; DO Chron
DO Record
Mr. Whitehea4. (2)
Capt Raish

GFMansur itv.r/2 /3/72

'49orge F. Mansur
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. M504

July 13, 1973

DIRECTOR

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mk. Chairman:

The enclosed exchange of correspondence is forwarded to you for
consideration as to the actions that can be taken by the Federal
Communications Commission to encourage greater use of captioning in
the broadcasting of emergency bulletins by the nation's television
broadcast stations.

The frustrations of the hearing impaired at seeing words such as
"emergency bulletin" on their TV screens and then missing the entire
warning because it was broadcast audio only can easily be appreciated.
Further, in my opinion, even non-handicapped viewers would benefit
from the reinforcement of audio messages with some form of printed
or handwritten message. The number of hearing impaired citizens in
the United States is understood to run into the millions. Accordingly,
it seems increasingly importar“.. that we find a means for assuring that
emergency and other critical information ordinarily promulgated to the
public by television stations be accomplished both in a visual as well
as audio form.

Since television broadcasting stations are already providing a generally
excellent public service in alerting their listeners to emergencies
when they occur, it would seem that an extension or refinement of this
established practice to include visual techniques is all that is required.
Further, it seems to me that the subject is more a matter of adopting an
,operating procedure to accommodate the hearing impaired and, in my opinion,
the public generally than it is a matter of establishing new policy.

I suggest too that consideration be given to planning for the use of
captioning techniques in the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) for thesame reasons as stated above.

In urging the Commission to consider actions as regards the foregoing,the views expressed earlier in my letters of December 2, 1971 andJune 28, 1972, on adopting the potentials of telecommunications
technology to benefit our hearing impaired citizens, are reconfirmed.

Sincerely,

Clay T. litehead
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554

Vi /7 3
IN REPLY REFER TO:

8600

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

This is in response to your letter of July 13, 1973, suggesting the
desirability of Commission action to encourage the greater use of captioning
in the broadcasting of emegency bulletins by television broadcasting sta-
tions, for the benefit of those of impaired hearing.

The Commission has recognized the potential value of television, if approp-
riately employed, for providing information and entertainment for the many
millions without normal hearing, and in a Public Notice adopted on December 17,
1970, urged the licensees of television stations to adopt appropriate
techniques to convey, by visual means, a significant portion of at least the
more important information normally provided in their sound channels. A copy
of this Public Notice is enclosed for your information.

The question raised by your letter is whether, having apparently failed to
elicit a sufficient voluntary response to its Public Notice, the Commission
should follow the procedure suggested in the penultimate paragraph of this
Notice, and institute a rule making proceeding looking toward the adoption of
minimum requirements in this area. Such "minimum requirements" might well
include the mandatory captioning of all broadcast information of an emergency
or critical nature, which, I agree, is a matter of first importance. We shall
give full consideration to this approach.

Insofar as the employment of captioning techniques in the Emergency BroadcastingSystem (EBS) is concerned, I would remind you that, as an outgrowth of findingsand recommendations made by your office, our EBS rules were extensively revisedon April 5, 1972. Among other things, all references to the use of the EBS asa means for disseminating "warnings" to the general public were deleted. Thus,the EBS, as presently constituted, is essentially an inter-station signallingand program distribution system, which can be activated only in a manner and
under the circumstances described in the rules.
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Of interest with respect to the general question of captioning, I would note
the development of a technique whereby encoded captions are added to and
transmitted with the television program, and appear on the screens of only
those receivers equipped with appropriate decoding equipment. The National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) has filed a petition with the Commission seeking
the allocation of line 21 in the vertical blanking interval, to be employed
in an NBS devised system for the dissemination of precise time and frequency
information. This system has excess communications capacity, and it has been
suggested that a portion of this excess capacity be employed in the provision
of captioning for the hearing impaired, utilizing the above-described technique.
Many institutions and organizations working with handicapped individuals have
expressed a continuing interest in this system. In March of this year the
Commission authorized the Public Broadcasting System, in behalf of its member
stations, to test captioning techniques of this nature for a one year period.

The eventual adoption of rules authorizing the employment of such a system
may promote the greater use of captioning by broadcast stations. However,
its suitability for the dissemination of emergency information is questionable.
It seems apparent that captions providing such information should be available
to all persons of impaired hearing--not just to those whose receivers are
especially equipped to display encoded captions.

Enclosure

Sincerely

Dean Burch
Chairman
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 19, 1974

DIRECTOR

Honorable Richard E. Wiley
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The enclosed letter from the Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf, Inc., is a reminder of the importance of and the need for

more captioning of notices via television of tornado alerts and other

emergency bulletins for the benefit of the nation's hearing impaired

and deaf persons.

The Commission's Public Notice (FCC 70-1328) of December 17, 1970

addresses the subject of the use of telecasts to inform and alert

viewers with impaired hearing. However, reports such as the enclosed

continue to be received indicating that, while television broadcasters

are improving services for the hearing impaired, there are still

instances of alerts and warnings being transmitted by audio means
only.

The enclosed letter is forwarded for consideration by the Commission
as to appropriate actions tnat can be taken to be more responsive to
the needs of the nation's hearing impaired and deaf citizens in times
of danger.

Sincerely,

/.)7*Ifj!head

Enclosure
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 2.0554
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IN REPLY REFER TO:

8820

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

This refers to your letter of April 19, 1974, concerning the use of

television to alert and inform deaf and hearing impaired persons.

In the general area of programming for the deaf and hearing impaired,

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) is proceeding with tests of two

systems of program captioning, pursuant to special experimental authority

granted by the Commission. The systems, developed by the National Bureau
of Standards and Hazeltine Research, Inc., utilize an encoded signal,

which can be received only with specially designed decoding equipment.

After some delays, PBS has informed the Commission that it now has 20

decoders available for field tests of each system, and looks forward to

the successful conclusion of its testing program late this summer. At

that time PBS has indicated it will file with the Commission a petition
for rule making to provide for captioning on a regular basis.

In regard to the problem specifically raised by your letter, the
captioning of notices of weather alerts and emergency bulletins, it is
not clear whether the techniques which are the subject of the PBS experi-
ments are viable or suitable methods of presenting this information.
Presumably, this is a possibility which could be explored at the time
the Commission considers the anticipated PBS petition.

In his August 1, 1973, letter to you concerning this same subject, former
Chairman Burch stated that "captioning of all broadcast information of an
emergency or critical nature...is a matter of first importance." Let me
assure you that this continues to be the position of the Commission, and
that this matter will receive our full consideration.

Thank you for again calling the problem to our attention.

Sincerely yours,

CAdaA,S)€,

Richard E. Wiley
Chairman

71
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

September 11, 1974

To: John Eger

From: Will Dean

Subject: Captioned TV for the Hearing Impaired

This is in reply to your request at Monday's staff meeting for

background information on the above subject.

Starting in 1970-71 time frame OTP lent its support to adoption of

techniques, primarily captioned TV, that would permit greater use of

telecommunications to benefit our hearing impaired citizens (figures

run as high as 20 million). The principal objective was (and still

is) to make TV serve the hearing impaired as radio broadcasting

serves the blind.

The problems of the hearing impaired fall into two general categories,

i.e., (1) emergency bulletins and (2) providing TV viewing and

entertainment in general. Emergency bulletins)such as flood and

tornado warningsj broadcast orally do not help the hearing impaired.

Members of the hearing imp ired community, with support from OTP,

have pleaded to the FCC for better service. So far the FCC stands

on its Public Notice published on December 17, 1970, which merely

alerts licensees "to the importance of making television a truly

valuable medium for the hard of hearing ..."

During 1971 the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) developed
 a

captioned TV Time System. Because this was designed to use modern

integrated circuitry, it is possible, using the NBS code 
generator,

to put captions on a regular TV program. The captions would not

be seen by the viewing audience unless they had a decoder (a sma
ll

and inexpensive device) and wanted to see the captions. While NBS

interest was to provide captioned TV time service, the same decoder

could provide captioning for regular programs. This development

excited the hearing impaired interests. During late 1971 and 1972

NBS, in cooperation with the ABC network, conducted several 
demon-

strations. Early in 1973 the NBS petitioned the FCC to adopt a

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that would lead to the authorization

of commercial TV stations to broadcast NBS TV Time Signals. 
Possible

advantages to the hearing impaired were pointed out.
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The aforementioned petition, as we understAnd, is still pending in
the Broadcast Bureau. In the meantime, informal advice is that the
NBS has slowed down on its interest in pushing captioned TV.

Attached for your background information are copies of the following
from our files:

-- A February 3, 1972 Briefing Memo to Michael Farrell in
the White House.

-- A 1973 exchange of correspondence between Tom Whitehead
and Chairman Dean Burch.

-- A 1974 exchange of correspondence between Tom Whitehead
and Chairmor, Wiley.

Attachments
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continually increased, and are now afraid to

stand HUH. We should think about it while

there Is still time. Our tax laws have been

written so that continual expansion Is the

only way a business can retain any earnings.

I hope that someday responsible people

1
 11 stand up and tell the people that there 10

y be some dark clays ahead.
Vri have built the greatest country on

,Lrth, but it would be tragic if we are
consumed by our own excesses as past em-

pires have been. Someday man must start
learning from history instead of merely
studying it.
This Is not intended as a personal indict-

ment, but is mostly a compilation of com-
ments I have heard with some of my own
ideas. .

LITHUANIAN INDEPENDENCE .

Mr. BAYIL Mr. President, February
16 marked the 57th anniversary of Lith-
uanian independence. It is most appro-
priate that we take a moment now to
review the struggles of a gallant people,
whose quest for independence, human

• dignity, and the basic right of self-de-
termination goes on today, in the face of
tremendous odds.
As possessors of uniquely rich literary,

• linguistic, and cultural traditions, the
Lithuanian people have had a great and
meaningful history. Lithuania dates
from the 11th century, and was once an
expansive and powerful state in the Bal-
tic region. Invasions by Germans, Mon-
gols, and Tatars, attempting. to gain
strategic advantage, were frequent. Yet
the Lithuanian people repelled- all at-
tempts at subjugation, until Tsarist Rus-
sia finally gained control of the territory
in the 19th century. Still, these noble

0sa
ople would not bend to Tsarist

- ires for cultural assimilation, and
naged through never-ending struggle

.o preserve their religion, language, and
culture. Finally•freed from economic and
Political repression at the close of the
First .World War, Lithuanian independ-
ence was again triumphantly proclaimed
on February 16, 1918. When, on July 19,
1920, the Soviet Government announced
It "voluntarily and forever renounces all
sovereign rights possessed by Russia over
the Lithuanian people and their terri-
tory," it seemed that overweening Rus-
sian ambition for control of Lithuania
Was finally thwarted. Time, however,
would prove these words insulTicient to
meet the challenge of the long-Standing
historical animosity between these two
peoples, .
During the period between the wars,

Lithuania underwent a' great cultural re-
awakening. But peace was to be short-
lived, and the political maneuvers pre-
paratory to the Second World War con-
spired to steal from the Lithuanians
the independence that they had fought
so hard to regain. Eiit months after an
initial Soviet demand for bases for her
troops, a full-scale Soviet intervention
robbed Lithuania of her sovereignty. Fol-
lowing a period of Nazi occupation. Lith-
uania was incorporated into the Soviet
Union in 1944.
Today. it i7.- ca,T to see in t.:copolitical

terms the thigle rey,•al-L of the SovifA
cover of Lithuania—a free state has
:n reduced to a Baltic Republic of the
Met Union. We have reports, as well,

which attest to the enormous cost in hu-
man terms of the Soviet policies. Acts of
desperation by Lithuanian citizens, will-
ling to make the ultimate sacrifice to
rid their country of Soviet overlordshlp,
are symbolic of the continuing demand
of the Lithuanian people for the 4reedom
they once knew. Free men arozind the
world take heart in knowing that these
people will continue to resist Pressures
to abandon their language and religion,
despite ever-increasing hardships.
Through their conviction to the princi-

ples of liberty and justice, the Lithu-
anian people will remain forever free, in
spite of the outward bondage of their
homeland.
Mr. President, the Lithuanian people

are truly indomitable. They will never
surrender to Soviet rule. They will never
give up the fight to return freedom to
their nation. They have endured, and
will endure until they are once again
able to express their feelings and views

without fear of reprisal. Those of us in

this great country must accept the re-

sponsibility to speak out against the bla-
tant violation of the fundamental rights
of the Lithuanian people by the Soviets,
as we admire the example this nation
has provided for us. We must never li-
cense by silence the dehumanizing and
repressive policies of the Soviet Govern-

ment. We must maintain our commit-
ment to a free Lithuania.

HELP IN EMERGENCIES FOR THE
HEARING IMPAIRED

. Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, 804 per-
sons were killed and 12,000 persons were
Injured in 962 weather, fire, explosion,
and transportation disasters that in-
volved 5 families or more in the United
States in fiscal 1974. Nearly 90,000 fami-
lies suffered property losses in jhese dis-
asters.
When disaster threatens or strikes a

community, radio and television stations
often broadcast emergency warnings to
assist people in their efforts to protect
themselves and their property. Emer-
gency warnings broadcast by radio are
of little or no value to the 13.4 million
Americans who suffer from some degree
of hearing loss. Warnings broadcast by
television also are relatively worthless,
because most television stations use only
audio announcements. We must do more
to urge television stations to broadcast
visual as well as audio emergency warn-
ing announcements.
Of the 13.4 million Americans who

suffer from some degree of hearing loss,
nearly 2 million are totally deaf. The
incidence of hearing loss has increased
at such a rate that hearing impairment
is now a more widespread affliction than
heart disease, cancer, blindness, tuber-
culosis, and kidney disease combined.
And over 70 percent of the hearing-im-
paired population do not use hearing
aids, because of severe hearing loss, dis-
satisfaction with hearing aids: or low-
income status.
Many broadcasters center 1 t'.7

,1.

television. But this contention has been
refuted by a recent survey that showed
that 71 percent of hearing-impaired per-

sons who responded said they usually
watch television.
In 1970 the Federal Commtwications

Commission issued a public notice sug-
gesting the use of visual emergency mes-
sages by all television stations. But a re-
cent survey of 700 commercial television
stations revealed 1'• It only 38 percent of
those that respom! .i indicated that they
provide either "captioned" or "inter-
preted" emergency bulletins. It is appar-
ent,'Mr. President, that the FCC's public
notice, which does not have the weight
of law, is inadequate.
On January 20. 1975, four organiza-

tions petitioned the FCC to initiate rule-
making proceedings for the adoption of
standards to require visual emergency
warnings on television. Those organiza-
tions are Deafwatch—Deznanding Equal
Access to Facts and Warnings Aired on
Television for Citizens Who Are Hear-
ing-Impaired; the National Association
for the Deaf; Deaf-Pride, Inc.; and the
Alexander Graham Bell Association for
the Deaf.
I endorse this petition and urge my

colleagues to join me. Statistical tables
indicate that each Member of the Sen-
ate has a sizable constituency that needs
visual television emergency bulletins.
Few States are free of disasters that
necessitate such warnings.
Mr. President, I have written the FCC

to urge adoption of the rule proposed In
the petition and to urge extension of
the 30-day comment period which ends
February 24. I encourage my colleagueS
to do the same.
- I ask unanimous consent that the
tables I have mentioned, as well as the
text of rulemaking petition RM 2502,.
be printed in the RECORD. Further infor-
mation on the petition can be obtained
from Deaf watch, 2000 H Street NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
There being no objection, the material

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

PREVALENCE AND PREVALENCE RATES FOR HEARING IM-
PAIRMENTS IN THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZED
POPULATION, BY DEGREE AND AGE AT ONSET: UNITED
STATES 1971 •

•
Age at Rate per

Degree onset Number 100 000

•
All hearing impairment.. (I) 13,362, 842 6,603
Significant bilateral (1) 6, 548,842 3,236
Deafness 1,767, 046 873

410,522 203
201,626 • 100

I All ages.
2 Pievocalional prior to 19 years of age.
3 Prelingual prior to 3 years of ago.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED POPULATION
BY STATES: UNITED STATES, 1971

State
Hearing

impaired Deaf

Plevoca•
tlenalty

cleat

Alabama 234, 498 30, 832 6, 753
Alaf,ka 20,480 2,664 W. 3
Arizcna  130,613 16,986 It:')
A43,sm  131,577 17,299
ChWiro 
t ,..for,le .  

1,477. 978
160, 902

135 77"1
20, 94

74, ' • :-.,

Cotc,ecticut 179, 486 2(1,121 S. ; .3
DPiav.%:,ie.• 37, 506 4,931 1, uz.)
District of Columbia 49,350 6,489 I, 421
Florida 472,263 62,093 13,600
Georgia - 312, 096 41, 035 8, 9E2
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4111 State

Hawaii
Idaho 
Illinois
Indiana__ 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 

Hearing
Impaired

Prevoca-
tionally

Deaf deaf

52.990 6,891 1,432
52,274 6.198 1,413
719,792 105,815 26,511)
340,011 49.985 12,522
184, 017 27,052 6,778
143,395 21,080 5,281
220, 203 28, 952 6, 342
247,499 32,541 7,128
58,036 6,765 1,685
267, 783 35,208 7, 712
335, 432 39.097 9, 734
579,614 85,208 21,347
250,234 36,786 9,216
150, 024 19, 725 4, 320

State
• Hearing
Impaired

Prevoca-
tionaliy

Deaf deaf

Missouri_- 303,982
Montana_______-___ 53,706
Nebraska  96, 799

Nevada  35,732
New Hampshire__ 44,408

New Jersey  423,821

New Mexico  72, 753

New York  1, 074, 764

North Carolina  343, 204

North Dakota  39, 507

Ohio  694, 198

Oklahoma  175, 209

Oregon.  154.815

Pennsylvania  694, 455

44,688
6, 566
14, 231
4,647
5, 177
49, 401
9.462

125, 275
45, 124
5,808

102,053
23,036
20, 174
80,946

11, 196
1,364
3, 565
966

1,288
12, 299
1,966

31, 190
9,883
1,455

25, 567
5,046
4, 131
20, 15i

S 2311

State
Hearing
impaired

Prevoca-
Clonally

Deaf deaf

Rhode Island  54, 151 6,312 1,571
South Carolina  173, 440 22,804 4,995
South Dakota  42, 854 6,299 1, 57')
Tennessee  269, 825 35, 477 7,773
Texas  767,887 100,961 22,113
Utah  78,626 10.225 2,12G
Vermont  26, 836 3, 128 783
Virginia  308, 692 40, 587 8,891)
Washington  243,036 31,603 6,563
West Virginia  119, 121 15, 662 3, 43,1
Wisconsin  268, 823 42, 460 10, 63/

Wyoming  24,204 3,143 654

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS, SELECTED DATA FOR DISASTER 
RELIEF OPERATIONS INVOLVING MORE THAN 5 FAM

ILIES, FISCAL YEAR 1913-74

State

Alabama.. 
Alaska
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California
Colorado.
Connecticut
Delaware .
District of Columbia 
Florida 

--

Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana. 
Iowa 
Kansas
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland  •
Massachusetts
ichigan 
inresota 

rilississip pi _
Missouri 
Montana_

Number of disaster
operations

............................................

-----------------------------------------------

All disaster operations

Weather
caused All other

Families
suffering

loss
Persons

killed
Persons
injured

7
1
1
11
3

1

6
7833
2
1
11
8
5
6
12
6
2

-'1,3

2
12
6
2

2
1
2
3
18
2
15

9
..

2
5013
2
1
2
1
1
7
20
47
1114
2
3
6
1

3,919
96
154

2,928
1,948
111
535

_ ............................
8
.

518

369
870

3, 516
5,637
3,791
2,207
6,393
2,217
109
216
757

1, 071
382

6091
1726
330

88 1, 0311

2
19 188
34 103
4 12
2

............ iii10
n 210
10 12
1 20

81
47 935
3 91
13 294
80 932
2 28
4 8

15
30 • 110

50
- 4 25

3 33
4 • 37

• 1

I "All other" include: fires, explosions, transportation mishaps, etcetera.

DEAFWATCH PETITION FOR RULE MAK ING

I. INTRODUCTION

During a particularly devastating week In
1970, California was struck by wideranging
fires. Scores of people died. Hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars' worth of property was de-
stroyed. Local officials attempted to reach
and evacuate the residents of the area
through the use of loudspeakers and radio
and television anno•mcements. As a result of
these efforts many potential casualties es-
caped with their lives even though they lost
their homes.
Others never had a chance. Many hearing

Impaired persons residing in the area between
San Francisco and T os Angeles perished in
the blazing fires. ail course, they had been
oblivious to the loudspeakers and radio an-
nouncements. And the television announce-
ments were not visual and were therefore
useless In notifying the large numbers of
hearing impaired Californians of the im-
pending disaster.

That such deathe occurred is a sobering
commentary on the failure of some public
officials and television broadcasters to' recog-
nize and confront Ise special problems of the
hearing impaired. That televised visual mes-
sages could have quickly reached those per-
sons with minimal effort by a few persons,
and that no such erort was made, is a blot on
he public service :acord of the television

The hearing impaired themselves, decades
ago, hailed television as a miraculous inven-
tion. Finally, they thought, those who had
been denied access to the benefits of the tele-
phone, radio, and talkies could have access
to mass communication through television.

State

Number or disaster
operations All disasler operations a

Weather
caused All other

Families
suitering

loss
Perms Persons

killed injured

Nebraska  - 4 3 829  

Nevada_  1   56  

New Hampshire  4 57   5

New Jersey  1 GO 4,443 22   75

New Mexico  2 2 139   1

New York  1 332 3,329 133 391

North Cal cline  5 3 418 7 59

North Dakota  1 •- 2 806 . G

Ohio  13 11 Ile 428 47 5,432

Oklahoma  10 2 7, 129 41 490

Oregon  1 3 1,507 18 173

Pennsylvania  4 94 624 34 51

Rhode Island 

152

South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

Total 

4- 1 398 3 , 41
5   413   - 13
13 2 3,074 54 673
13 8 1,840 22 74

1 1 81   1
2 3 389 2 18
2 10 1,639 5 15
6 1 1,890 5 44
1 4 440 2 45
1 1 232   1

207 755 87,891) 804 12,141

= State by State data for families 
suffering loss, persons killed and persons injured are consoli-

dated for all types of disasters, i.e. "we
ather caused" and "all other."

But teleilsion did not 
remain teleVISION

very long. Television 
today is little more

visual, and no more 
accessible, to this na-

tion's 13.4 million 
hearing impaired than

radio. Instead, it is 
characterized by a heavy

dependence on dialogue 
and as a result is

simply "radio With 
pictures."

' While this visual 
deficiency is often dis-

appointing to the hearing
 impaired commu-

nity craving news and 
entertainment, it may

prove disastrous for them
 in the eventuality

of certain types of 
emergencies requiring the

immediate and complete 
notification of all

citizens, including the 
hearing impaired.

The California fire is 
only one blistering

example of a daily 
occurrence in this coun-

try: emergencies 
threatening thousands of

persons and striking the 
hearing impaired

with little or no warning.
 While these thou-

sands rely on television to 
warn them of im-

pending danger, television 
has, for the most

part, breached its preca
utionary duties to the

hearing Impaired.
The two following si

tuations provide addi-

tional examples of how t
he inaction of tele-

vision broadcasters can 
produce devastating

results.

On March 31, 1973, the 
citizens of Atlanta.

Georgia, were suddenly 
confronted with a

tornado and severe weath
er alert. Television

stations in the area present
ed no emergency

warnings in visual form. 
Hearing impaired

• peoz,le in the area " . . . 
had no way of

knoving the extent or severity
 of the warn-

ingsi or the exact loca
tion of the sighted

tornadoes." That there was a 
"Severe Weath-

er Warning," was the extent of 
their aware-

ness, since this was all that 
was presented

visually by television broadcasters. 
Most of

the citizens of Atlanta were fully 
informed

about, and prepared for, the devastation that

was to strike. All that the hearing impaired

citizens of Atlanta really knew, however, was

the presence of some unknown danger, and

the terror and pains such ignorance can

cause.
The insensitivity of some broadcasters was

demonstrated by another, all too true, sit-

uation. Atlanta. Georgia, was threatened by

a tornado, by torrential rains and flood warn-

ings, plus massive man-hunt for an escaped

and dangerous convict. PaniCked viewers

were cautioned by a weatherman on one tele-

vision station to listen to their transistor

radios in order to stay informed of fast-

break developments on all these crisis fronts.

They were told that no one had any excuse

for not keeping informed on the facts. Did

this weatherman or his station stop to con-

sider the needs of the thousands of hearing

Impaired people in his audience? The answer

Is self-evident--as is the frustration and

fear that the hearing impaired endure when

confronted by an emergency in the absence

of visual emergency bulletins.

Imagine the fright of a person who cannot

hear, when confronted with a printed mes-
sage on tho television screen which reads

only: Emergency Bulletin! The message

remains on the screen for .what seems to

be an interminable period of time while
 an

off-camera announcer rends the details to 
the

hearing audience. No visual information fol 
-

lows for the hearing Impaired pereen,

panics, frantically wondering what the 
emer-

gency is and what he should do to sa
ve hi:;

life, hls family, and his property.

Television broadcasters could end this

needless panic by simply adding vis
ual mes-

sages to their aural emergency notificat;o
ne.



It is submitted that broadcasters who have
abdicated by their inaction any entitlement

to regulatory abstention, must be required

by the Conunisslon to act affirmatively to re-

lieve this terrible situation. .
The technology for visual emergency no-

tions has long been available. Now this4 ,
ology must be implemented to serve the
: and to pre mserve the emotional and

0
6olcgital security, of millions of hearing

impaired viewers. In light of the potential
for saving lives and the simplicity and low
cost with which the petitioners' proposals

can be implemented, there is no excuse for
Federal Communications Commission (here-
inafter, "Commission") inaction in this mat-
ter.
A 1970 Public Notice (FCC 70-1328) issued

by the Commission, entitled "The Use of
Telecasts to Inform and Alert Viewers with
Impaired Hearing." suggested to television
stations that when broadcasting emergency
information which concerns the safety of
life or property they might present such
notices visually as well as aurally. The Com-
mission noted that "there can be little ar-
gument about the need of all citizens in-
cluding the deaf. and hard of hearing, for
information concerning emergency situa-
tions."
Yet, after four years, this need still has

not been fulfilled and, consequently, the
lives, property, and psychological security of
the hearing impaired remain jeopardized:
Those who are hearing impaired should have
the same chances of survival in an emer-
gency as those without this handicap, and
only the Commission by its regulation of
television broadcasters can even the odds.
The Commission warned in its Public No-

tice that if broadcasters failed to take ap-
propriate steps in this direction it might be
necessary to begin rule making procedures to
adopt minimum requirements. Broadcasters
have unfortunately failed to so act, and there
Is now no question about the appropriate-

or timeliness of the Commission In!-

d

g

this, the Commission must establish..

g rule -making proceedings. The time is
ipe to use the medium of television to

i

illest extent both aurally and visually.

rules requiring all television stations to pre-
sent visual emergency bulletin.s. The peti-
tioners respectfully submit that the Com-
mission must fulfill its promise of four years
ago. It is th.e hope of the petitioners and deaf
Individuals and organizations across the
country that the necessary rule making pro-
ceedings will be instituted in order to solve
one of the major problems confronting the
deaf and hearing impaired in today's world.
U. THE LIVES AND PROPERTY OF MILLIONS OF
HEARING IMPAIRED AMERICANS ARE BEING
JEOPARDIZED •

A. Hearing impairedness is the most com-
mon • physical disability In the , United
States
The numbers of hearing impaired who may

be threatened in natural or man-made dis-
asters are astounding. One out of every fif-
teen persons • in the United States suffers
some degree of hearing loss. Of the at least
13.4 million Americans afflicted with a hear-
ing loss, 1.8 million are suffering from total
deafness.
The incidence of hearing loss In the gen-

_ eral population is increasing yearly, due to
two factors. First, improved medical care
and scientific discoveries have allowed those
with hearing impairments to survive other
major disabilities and diseases and there-
fore live longer. Second, the gradual urban-
ization of our population, and the resulting
exposure to greatly increased noise levels,
iefaea; iLizily urban dwitlgs with hearing
in:I):.:1::::•,: t.
0',ii ring linpairedness is the most conunon,,ast recognized, physical disability in

nited States. The incidence of impairedisg is greater than that of heart disease,

cancer, blindness, tuberculosis and kidney Tho occurrence of flash floods, toniadoes,
disease combined. For example, the ratio of hurricanes, and earthquakes resulted in 46
hearing impaired to blind Americans is thirty presidential disaster declarations in 31 states.
to one, Those Americans totally' deaf out- A major disaster struck some part of Amer-
number blind persons by more than three to lea almost once a Week, resulting in him-
one. Yet, hearing impairednesa is a disabil- dreds of deaths and over a billion dollars
ity which has been largely neglected by both in property damage. In 1072, the United
public and private sectors of our society:. States was ravaged bs 48 major disasters.
Not only is the affliction of hearintt im- Two hundred people ere killed by flash

pairednes.s of wide-ranging and increasing floods in South Dais a, while Hurricane

frequency, but the affliction presents several Agnes left hundreds dead, and inflicted dam-

unique problems and misconceptions which ago estimated at over three billion dollars.

compound its seriouness. Contrary to popu- In 1974, there were a record number of dis-

lar -belief, for exama'e, the adverse conse- asters. On April 3, more than 300 people

quences of hearing impairments outwheigh were killed and over a shousand hospitalized

those of visual impairments. since hearing, by tornadoes that calaccl over 600 million

the main avenue of communication, is the dollars worth of prorerty damage to the

foundation of learning. Helen Keller, af- southern and midwestern United States.

Meted by both deafness and blindness, made In 1973-2974, 963 disasters involving more

the following assessment of the relative than five families resulted in 330,471 per-
sons being given mass care by the Red Cross. .burdens of both of these disabilities:

- "The problems of deafness are more corn- This figure does not include the 28,890 diss

plex, if 'not more important, than those of asters affecting a relatively small . number

blindness. Deafness is a much worse mis- of families. In 1971-1972, 722,947 people were

fortune because of the loss of the most vital given mass care as a result of 633 disasters

stimulus—the sound of the voice that brings involving more .than nve families.

language, sets thought astir, and helps us These figures are at once horrifying and.

in the intellectual company of man. compelling. That such a large number of"

Like Helen Keller, many individuals wafter disasters occurs annually is freightenings

from other handicaps in addition to their That they strike with no warning to the hear-

hearing lossaThe number of multiple hand- jag impaired compounds the horror. Seconds •

capped has been placed at one out of three of advance notice and areparation can often

deaf persons, by the recent National Survey mean the difference between life and death.

of the Deaf. These handicaps include asthma, With adequate warning there are a number.

arthritis, heart trouble and cerebral palsy. of safety precautions which a person may

Because of their deafness and these other follow to avoid the danger, death and

afflictions, many of the multiple handicapped destruction that lurks behind every disaster.

are forced to be homebound. They become Such warnings are presently unavailable to

even more dependent on their limited the hearing impaired.

sources of communication, relying on tele- In light of the number of these disasters

vision as the prime means of receiving corn- and the enormity of their effects, especially

munication from the outside world, upon the hearing impaired, the need for

. Another common misconception is that governmental action is self-evident. The

most deafness may be corercteci through the question remaining. is how can the hearing

use of hearing aids. In fact. only limited impaired best be aided in preparing for such

types Of deafness may corrected in this man- emergencies? How can they be informed so:

ner. Over seventy per cent of the bearing that they can escape the Imminent danger?

impaired population is unable to use hear- Ira THE HEARING IMPAIRED CAN BE AIDED BY
ing aids as a result of severe hearing loss, TELEVISION

dissatisfaction with hearing aids, or low in- A. Only television can adequately warn
come statuts. The result of this disability viewers of impending danger
is an increasing dependence on visual stim- The medium of television is uniquely;
uli, such as television. suited to warn citizens of impending emer-
Many of those who are hearing impaired gencies. Its immediacy causes it to be more

are elderly citizens, and would certainly effective than the reading of a newspaper.
benefit from visual warnings. Their helpless- Televisions' combination of both visual and
nes is aggravated by increased age, fear, in- aural means of communication allows it to
ability to drive, run, or move quickly, along. reach a larger segment of the population
with the fact that many have additional

handicaps. Thus the sooner they obtain 
than either radio or any other mass medium..
TeleVIS/ON, by its very name, implies the

emergency information, the better their .

chances of survival. They should not have 
use of visual means of communication. It
must live up not only to its name, but to

to depend on others to inform them of an its potential as well, when -transmitting
emergency. emergency information to the public.

It is obvious that even normal times,

the disabilities resulting from hearing i 
The nation's 1.8 million viewers who arern-

totally deaf cannot receive any information
pairments are burdensome, but in emergency given orally—including emergency' informa-
situations these disabilities become especially tion. The 11.6 million people with lesser
onerous. • degrees of hearing loss often cannot under-
Emergencies pose a deadly threat to the stand such messages clearly. Indeed, even

hearing impaired because of their unique persons with normal hearing often misinter-
handicap. Compounding the seriousness of pret the spoken word on television. Thus
communicating warnings to the hearing im- visual emergency notifications will benefit
paired is the frequency and variety of emer- not only the minority of hearing impaired,

but also many of the normal hearing popula-
tion.

gencies.

B. Widespread emergencies nreaten the
hearing impaired Eeveral members of the broadcasting in-

Natural emergencies may result from dust ry have attempted to justify their failure
earthquakes, tidal waves, hurricanes, tor- to transmit visual warnings with the claim,
nadoes, ice storms, heavy snows, widespread that such messages would not reach the
fires, and a host of other disasters. Other hearing impaired since they do not watch
emergency situations are man-made, arising television. This analysis has been proven un-
from the discharge of toxic gases, air pollu- founded on many occAsions, most recently in
tion, power failures, industrial explosions, a survey of deaf individuals. Seventy-one per
and civil disorders. c,21It of the respondents stated that they

No ana of the r'I imt-rnme from "titzally watch television." Sixty-five per
cthese disasters, which evoty (lay t.;,:tatenent of the total said they watch "six or

the safety amid life of thousands of nails-la- more hours on weekends."

nais. In 1973, a natural disaster hit one out With television's unique capabilities estab-
of every four counties in the United States. lished, along with the fact that it has been

41,
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conclusively established that the hearing
impaired do watch television, what is the
.sponse of the industry at large to the

Is of the hearing impaired?

elevision broadcasters have failed to fol-
the suggestions of the Federal Com-

munications Commission

The responsiveness of the television in-
dustry to the needs of the. hearing impaired
must be considered in light of the past ac-
tions of the Commission. After the concerted
effort of concerned individuals, the Federal

Communications Commission took notice of
the problems of the deaf and hearing im-
paired four years ago. On December 17, 1970,
the Commission issued a Public Notice (FCC
70-1328) entitled "The Use of Telecasts to
Inform and Alert Viewers with Impaired
Hearing."
The Commission observed,
"As AM and FM radio are ideally suited to

bring news, informational material and en-

tertainment to the blind, so the video seg-

ment of telecasts are ideally suited to alert,

assist and entertain persons with impaired
hearing. Therefore, the capability of televi-

sion to present visual material should be
used to its fullest extent, i.e., while oral tin-

neancements of news bulletins, sports scores,
weather conditions, etc., are being made on'
a telecast that the same material be pre-

sented, when feasible, visually ... In respect
to the need of all citizens including the deaf
and hard of hearing for information concern-

ins: emergency situations, we are convinced
there can be little argument. We suggest to
TV broadcasters that they make use of visual

announcements along with oral announce-

ments when presenting bulletins of an emer-

gency nature, such as approaching torna-

does, accidents, health hazards and other

community dangers. These visual announce-

til
cuts would not only provide an alert to

sons with impaired hearing, but would

emphasize the importance of the an-.

ncement to all viewers." (Emphasis in
ginal)
The notice was purely advisory, in that no

formal legal requirements were imposed on

broadcasters. Although the Commission made
no threats of license non-renewal should
broadcasters fail to comply with the Com-
mission's suggestions, the Commission con-
cluded:
"We hope that this Public Notice will alert

licensees to the Importance of making tele-
vision a truly valuable medium for the hard
of hearing, and of our concern about the
matter. We will observe developments in the
future, and if the situation does not develop
satisfactorily it may be necessary to begin
rule making looking toward the adoption
of minimum requiremeots."a
While the 1970 Public Notice was a pro-

gressive and comment:able step forward, the
lack of any force or sanction power behind
it rendered it ineffecave. The majority of
television stations act as if no such Notice
had ever been issued. he whim of each sta-
tion determines its policy in visually broad-
casting emergency messages.

Notwithstanding the Commission's state-
ment with respect to the need for visual
emergency notification on television for the
benefit of the hearing impaired, only a small
minority of stations have complied with the
suggestion, and even their compliance has
been largely marginal. A recent survey of 700
commercial televisics stations across the
country Attempted to ascertain the number
of stations which have programming di-
rected toward the hearing impaired. Only
269 or 38 per cent said they provided either

l
' aptioned" or "lute, 7eted" emergency bul-)

ns. Captioned bit, t.itar, present the writ-
words on the i .evision screen at the

ime time the oral arnouncetnent is being
;wide, while interpreted bulletins feature
a person or camera using sign langUage.

Yet, even this 38% figure 13 not a true in
di-

cation of the number of stations pres
enting

visual emergency notifications. Upon
 con-

tacting one of the stations which 
responded

affirmatively in the survey, petitio
ners were

told that no such captioning practice 
was in

existence at that station. If this 
discrepancy

applies to other television station
s as well,

the true figure of the number of 
stations

which caption might even, be lower 
than 38

per cent. Even the most optimistic 
estimates

demonstrate that the majority of 
stations are

shirking their responsibilities to 
the hearing

impaired population. Human lives
 are con-

tinually jeopardized by this 
inaction. Obvi-

ously, television broadcasters wi
ll not pre-

sent visual messages voluntarily.

The burden for individual 
action should

not be placed on deaf persons who 
are at such

a great disadvantage with 
respect to com-

munication skills. Several per
sons who have

sought to have the Commission 
require that

television stations present v
isual warnings

have been told by the' C
ommission"to con-

sider dealing directly with 
television stations

in their communities concern
ing their needs

for emergency information . . ."
 Because the

hearing impaired" often lack 
the self-orga-

nization necessary to bring about such

action, and because they are 
not familiar

with the broadcasting industry,
 they should

not have to be the ones to 
attempt regula-

tion or reconstruction of the 
television in-

dustry. Television stations sho
uld be required

by the Commission, the 
most appropriate

governmental regulator, to pr
esent this serv-

ice to the hearing .impaired, 
with standard-

ized regulations in the case of 
all emergen-

cies. It is respectfully submi
tted that the

Commission must fulfill its 
affirrnative•obli-

gation to the hearing impaired 
community by

requiring appropriate steps by 
broadcasters.

C. Federal Communication 
Commission regu-

lation of emergency notifi
cations is neces-

sary

The, prevalence of hearing 
impaired indi-

viduals, their pecular nature 
of their dis-

abilities, the frequency and 
severity of natu-

ral disasters and civil disord
ers, the poten-

tial effective: is of television as a commun
i-

cation source, and the tel
evision industry's

continued footdragging, all 
compel one con-

clusion: Television broadca
sters must be re-

quired to utilize -their uniq
ue medium in

order to protect the lives and 
property of the

hearing impaired by presenti
ng visual emer-

gency warnings.

The National Association of 
Broadcasters

has claimed, "People depend on 
broadcasters.

And because broadcasters hav
e an excellent

record of public service in 
times of emer-

gency, people trust them." Th
e hearing im-

paired should be able to rely 
on television in

emergencies as do other 
people. For tele-

vision to fulfill this trust, it is
 incumbent

upon individual stations to prov
ide their en-

tire audience with reliable, visu
al informa-

tion in times of emergencies. S
ince the so-

bering lesson of the past four y
ears is that

individual stations will not provide this

emergency information on their 
own initia-

tive, the Commission must pr
omulgate regu-

lations prescribing such visual 
notices.

IV. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
FOR TIIE REQUIRE-

MENT Or VISUAL EMERGENC
Y NOTIFICATIONS

A. Emergency information transm
ission origi-

nating from broadcast station
s

Petitioners propose an additi
on of a new

subsection (b) to the Federal 
Communica-

tions Commission Rules and Reg
ulations, 47

C.F.R. 1 73.675. Section (a) and the 
proposed

new section (b) would then read 
as follows

(with subsequent sections being relet
tered):

- (a) When necessary to the 
safety of life

and property and in response to 
dangerous

conditions of a general nature, 
television

broadcast stations may, at the disc
retion of

the licensee and without further Com
mis-

sion authority, transmit emergency weather

warnings and other emergency information.

Examples of emergency situations which

may warrant either an immediate or delayed

response by the licensee are: Tornadoes, hur-

ricanes, floods, tidal waves, earthquakes,

icing conditions, heavy snows, widespread

fires, discharge of toxic gases, widespread

power failures, industrial explosions, and

civil disorders. Transmission of information

concerning school closings and changes in

schoolbus schedules resulting from any of

these conditions, is appropriate. In addition,

and if requested by responsible public offi-

cials, emergency point-to-pcint messages

may be transmitted for the purpose of re-

questing or dispatching aid and assisting

in rescue operations.
(b) Any emergency information transmit-

ted in accordance with this section shall be

transmitted both aurally and visually. The

broadcast station may use any method

which results in a message being easily read-

able on the receiver's television screen and

conveying the same essential information

contained in the aural bulletin. Illustrative,

but not exhaustive of, methods which may

be used are the following: teletypewriter,

titling camera, captions, slides, scroll of pa-

per with typed words, typewritten messages

on index cards, previously prepared charts

to be filled Out with data at the time of

notification, chalk on blackboard, white

writing on black vinyl backing, or a felt

marker on oak tag.
Broadcast stations shall at all times be

prepared to utilize one suitable method and

at least one back-up method. The methods

and procedures to be used shall be prede-

termined, included in the operator's manual,

and available for public inspection. They

shall be posted prominently, both in the con-

trol room and in at least one newsroom, and

all persons authorized to transmit emer-

gency bulletins shall be informed of these

procedures. An emergency drill of these pro-

cedures shall be held • periodically to insure

technical operability.

All emergency notifications shall include

the following announcement, both aurally

and visually: "If you have a hearing im-

paired or blind friend 'or neighbor, please

pass this information on to him or her."

B. Transmissions pursuant to emergency

broadcasting system procedures

The following changes are proposed as

amendments to 47 C.F.R. § 73.933, Emer-

gency Broadcast System (EBS) Operation

During a National-Level Emergency:

1. 47 C.F.R. 1 73.933(a) (4) : After the word

"announcement" insert the following: "in •

both aural and visual form."

Thus, 47 C.F.R. 1 73.933(a) (4) will read as

follows:

"Discontinue normal program and broad-

cast the following announcement in both-

aural and visual form: We interrupt this pro-

gram. This is a National Emergency. Im-

portant Instructions will follow." (Italicized

portion indicates proposed amendment).

2. 47 C.F.R. § 73.933(b) (8) (1) : After

"Standby Script" in line 2, insert the follow-

ing: "and appropriate visual messages."

Thus, 47 C.F.R. § 73.933(b) (8) (1) will read

as follows:

"Upon completion of the EAN message the

Standby Script and appropriate visual mes-

sages shall be used only by Primary Stations

(or stations required to assume that responsi-

bility) until program material is available.

The text of the Standby Script is contained

in the EBS Checklists for Primary and Alter-

nate Stations and for Primary Relay and Al-

ternate Relay Stations."

3. Such further amendments to Title 41

of C.F.R. as may be appropriate and 
neces-

&try to effect the policy of visual 
notification ,

of emergencies.
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C. Additional actions requested of the
Commission -

It is further proposed that the Commission
should initiate the following measures to

allow the Emergency Broadcast System to

IPn
form to these proposed regulations:
Preparation of slides containing In

ted Iona the anno.,ncoment required by
C.F.R. 1 73.033 ( a ) (4 ) . IS c ferenbe should

e made to these slides in the EBS Checklist,
which contains simplified instructions for
every station to follow in various situations;
All stations should be required to use these
elides.

2. Preparation of appropriate means for
transmitting visually the same information
contained in the "Standby Script" referred
to in 47 C.F.R. § 73.933(b) (8) (1) . The Stand-
by Script consists of general information
provided by the individual television station
until emergency programming becomes avail-
able. The UBS Checklist should include refer-
ence to this visual information, and there
should be a requirement of its use by all

- •EBS stations.
3. Inunediate initiation of a means of •

'transmitting visually all information trans-
mitted aurally through EBS. .
In addition, the Commission should direct

all state and local EBS authorities to initiate
similar procedures for state and local emer-
gencies. -
V. EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED AMENDNIENTS

A; Emergency information transmission orig-
inating from broadcast stations•

Most emergencies do not have a nation-
wide impact. Natural and man-made emer-
gencies are usually local and, as previously
mentioned, strike one out of every.four coun-
ties in the United States each year. Thus, the
responsibility • for warning the public about
emergencies lies primarily with individual
local television stations, and the amendment
to 47 C.F.R. e 73.675 is directed towards them.
13. Requirenzent of printed messages as

0
posed to other means of. communica-
a with the hearing impaired
a printed word has been chosen as the

. s !I-lethal to be used in communicating to
the hearing impaired because it reaches the
largest number of people. A significantly
smaller proportion of the hearing impaired
population reads lips or understands the
language of signs.

Although there are no precise statisticsavailable on what percentage of the hearing
impaired would prefer and benefit fromprinted messages, there are a few indicators.
In a recent study by the New York UniversityDeafness and Research Training Center,
which attempted to ascertain the reactions
of hearing impaired individuals to a certain
captioned and signed television program, 84percent said they "always understood cap-
tions" while only 34 percent "always under-
stood signs." When the participants wereeel. tat vniether they would like future pro-ereaas to be captioned, signed, or both, a ma-jority, LS percent, requeted both captionedand sigeed, while 44 percent preferred cap-tioned. and only 3 percent asked for signed.While this survey may not accurately depict
the desires of the entire hearing impairedpopulation, it does indicate their preferencesas to what means of communication televi-
sion should utilize. The conclusion that mavbe logically drawn from these studies is thatmore of the hearing impaired population pre-
fer and understand captions than signs.
One must also keep in mind the distinctionbetween the hearing impaired and the deaf.

The understanding of signs is generally
hmttect to people whn became deaf or severely
hearing impaired enr.y in 1 i i'kl :',11(.; have hadspecial training in signing. Tiae leaves a sub-

tial number of people who are hearingLillred but not deaf or who became so latea 'aave not learned sign language, -andd not benefit from signs, The logical
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means of reaching all, then, is the printed
word.
Although the number of those who can

understand lips and signs is limited, It nusy
be assumed that the hearing impaired's
reading ribilety approximates that of the rest
of the population. Overall, the deaf popula-
tion of the United States is only one year
below the national educational level in high-
est grade obtained. Therefore, printed mes-
sages would be of benefit to a much higher
percentage of the hearing impaired popula-
tion than other methods of communication.

There are several other serious limitations
precluding the use of lipreading and signs.
Lipreading has limited value as a means of
communication. Even for those. individuals
Who primarily rely on lipreading, only 25 per
cent of spoken English can be ascertained
from the line; the other 75 per cent must be
guessed from the context of the conversa-
tion. A practical problem of signing is that
it is highly unlikely that a station would be
able to obtain a signer quickly in an emer-
gency. In addition, signing is hard to under-
stand when reduced to the size of a normal
television screen. Because the language of
signs is three dimensional, it is not well
suited to the two dimensional television
screen. Therefore, it is obvious that the
printed word is the most effective and ex-
pedient means of reaching the hearing im-
paired in an emergency.
Cl. Explanation of various methods of pre-

senting visual messages

Suggested methods which may be used to
transmit a printed message are listed in the
proposed rule. The purpose of the list is to
suggest specific ways of meeting the required
standards, while at the same time allowing
for flexibility according to the needs and
capabilities of individual stations. Some sta-
tions will be able to produce simple and
effective messages quickly and easily with a
teletypewriter. Others, who may not have
even this relatively inexpensive equipment,
will bo able to easily meet the specifications
with minimum effort by hand printing or
typing a message on an index card and focus-
ing a camera on the card. It does not matter
which method is used in broadcasting the
visual message, so long as the message is
easily readable and understood by the viewer.

D. Suggestions for implementation ,

Individual stations are urged to use the
most suitable method of transmitting the
essential information in printed form in the
shortest amount of time possible.

As an aid to broadcasters, the National
Weather Service, through its Council on
Community Preparedness, has offered to
make low-cost slides available to b .d-
casters. These slides would not include suffi-
cient information to cover specific emergency
situations but would, instead, inform the
public of the general nature of natural emer-
gencies, e.g., tornado, hurricane, flood. It is
suggested that broadcasters use these slides,
or :similar ones which they might produce, for
Initial notification, and then follow this up
with a more specific printed messne. This
method would permit the ptlblic'to he alerted
Immediately, giving the broadcaster time to
transmit the specific details a short time
later.

Another method of saving time when dis-
aster strikes is to have on hand previously
prepared charts which could be filled in with
the essential details at the time of an emer-
gency, for example:
Channel 10 WOWW
Tornado Warning
Area

vet ion  

Stations mighi. also choose to broadcast a
map of their coverage area with the warn-
ing. One station reported to the National
Association of Broadcasters that to make

identification Of particular trouble spots eas-
ier, it uses a map with detachable counties
in different colors which is thea filmed by
a preset studio camera
The use of a preset camera is a technique .

which •woulel be advanteecous for all stations
to adopt. A camera resent be focused on an
easel with a black vi 1 backing, for exam-
plc. on which a mess: could easily be writ-
ten in white, or upon a oich a previously pre-
pared printed poster could be placed, This
allows for simple ensuei notification of einer-
gencles as well as the notification of techni-
cal difliculties at the a anon.

Stations should k p materials for the
transmission or \risme emergency notifica-
tions in a clearly mai eed container. The lo-
cation of these inateri,ds and procedures for
using them should be made known to MI
employees who might notentially be respon-
sible -for broadcastine an emergency notifi-
cation. One way of insuring this knowledge .
would be to hold an emergency drill peri-
odically. In addition, broa.densters are urged
to consult the Nation. ' Association of Broad-
caster's A Guide to Flanning for a Natural
Disaster (NAB 1974) for general suggestions
for- dealing with emergencies. The above
methods are only suggeetions which the Com-
mission might choose to require by rule.

E. Requircmc of audio tag
The purpose of requiring the audio Leg

(oral request for viewers to inform any deaf
or blind persons about an emergency) with
all notifications is to reach hearing impaired
or blind individuals who might not be watch-
ing television, when an emergency strikes and
therefore would be unable to receive a warn-
ing message. Hearing persons are often alert-
ed to potential emergencies by the sound of
sirens, wind, or rain pounding on the roof,
and they are then prompted to turn on a
television or radio to get additional infor-
mation. But deaf people are completely ob—
livious to such clues, being informed only
through the sense of sight. They must there-
fore depend on other persons to initially
alert them to threatening conditions. - •
F. Transmissions pursuant to Emergency

Broadcast System—EBS—Procedures
1. Emergency Broadcast System—EBS

The Emergency Broadcast System is an
operation through which the public is in-
formed of national emergencies and instruct-
ed as to what actions to take. The EBS per-
mits selected television stations to broad-
cast at normal power on their assigned fre-
quencies during national emergencies, in
order that the President may address the
nation and that Federal, state, and local
agencies may provide supplementary infor-
mation. The EBS stations are required to fol-
low the procedures set forth in 47 C.P.1?..
1-73.675 through 47 C.F.R. 1 '73.962. An EBS
Checklist (see 47 C.F.R. 1 73.910) summarizes
the actions that must be taken by EBS sta-
tions in a national emergency upon receipt
of an Emergency Action Notification (EAN),
Termination or Test Message.
Three steps of the EBS procedure concern

us as petitioners on behalf of the hearing
Impaired:
• 1. The initial public announcement of a
national crrergency (EAN 111eFsage: 47 C.F.R.
1 73.933(b) (4) and 47 C.F.R. I 73.933(b) (6)).
2. The Standby Script used between the

completion of the EAN message and the pro-
gram material from EBS (47 cy.n. 1 73.933
(7))

3. The common emergency program origi-
nating from the EBS control point.
2. Current procedures and proposed changes
(a) Eale :.fesoiere: Upon receipt of an EAN

the /71;:i e currently (li-
r ecl.e to bio:tdefu,t toe :;:-!ov.,131g announce-
ment:

. "We interrupt this program. This is a Na-
tional Emergency. Important instructione will

- follow."
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e EBS Checklist then requires that the
wing announcement be broadcast on pri-
stations:

his is an Emergency Action Notification.
stations shall broadcast this Emergency

Action Notification Message. This station has
Interrupted its regular program at the re-
quest of the White House to participate in
the Emergency Broadcast System. During this
emergency, some stations will remain on the
air broadcasting news and official informa-
tion to the public in assigned areas. This is
station (call letters). We will remain on the
air to serve the (operational area name) area.
If you are not in this area, you should tune
to other stations until you hear one broad-
casting news and information for your area.
' You are listening to the Emergency Broadcast

System serving the (operational area name)
area. Do not use your telephone. The tele-
phone lines should be kept open for emer-
gency use. The Emergency Broadcast System
has been activated to keep you informed.
I repeat . . ." (Repeat announcement)
Other stations are required to broadcast a

similar announcement stating their role in
the emergency. The proposed amendment

_ would require the display of a slide with the
identical message in printed form being pre-
sented at the same time as the audiotrans-
. mission of the message required by 47 C.F.R.

c 73.933(b) (4) The EBS should prepare a
slide to be distributed to all EBS stations
and filled in with the station's call letters
and operational area name.
(b) Standby Script: Upon completion of

the EAM message, EBS primary stations use
a Standby Script, the text of which is con-
tained in the EBS Checklist and which is
broadcast until the program material is avail-
able. The Standby Script in current use reads

qaiii
ollows: .
"e interrupt our program at the request
e White House. This is the Emergency

adcast System. All normal broadcasting
s been discontinued during this emer-

gency. This is station (call letters). This
station will continue to broadcast, furnish- .
ing news, official information and instruc-
tions, as soon as possible, for the (opera-
tional area name) area. If' you are not in
the (operational area name) area, tune to a

_ station furnishing information for your area.
I repeat—We interrupt our program at the
request of the White House. This is the
Emergency Broadcast System. All normal
broadcasting has been discontinued during
this emergency. This station will continue
to broadcast furnishing news, official infor-
mation and instructions, as soon as possible,
for the (operational area name) area. If you
are not in the (operational area name) area,
tune to a station furnishing information for
your area. Do not use your telephone. The
telephone lines shoula be kept open for
official use. The Emergency Broadcast Sys-
tem has been activated to keep you informed.
To repeat—This is stalaan (call letters). This
station will broadcast news, official informa-
tion and instruction for the (operational
area name) area. If you are in the (opera-
tional area name) area, keep tuned to this
station for further emergency information.
It is important that you listen carefully to
announcements only on the station broad-
casting information far your area." (Repeat
as needed)
The proposed amemiments would require

the transmission of prepared slides contain-
ing in visual form the material content of
the Standby Script.
(c) Common Emergency Program: Many
S broadcasts origin e from a central con-
point rather ths from individual sta-
i, and therefore .e content and form

,eyond the control of loce.1 stations. Any
alai message must, accordingly, be trans-

mitted by EBS officials. The proposal directs
the EBS to immediately initiate procedures
for transmitting visually the same informa-
Vat- that is transmitted aurally. The Emer-

gency Communications Division of the 
Com-

mission is currently developing. in 
coopera-

tion with the National Industry 
Advisory

Committee, a "crawl" devjce (whereby

printed information runs across th
e screen)

to be used on all EBS broadcasts. 
The Com-

mission should stress the immediacy 
of the

need for-such a device and call f
or its use

as soon as possible.
(d) Local and state emergencies: T

he pro-

posal directs state and local EBS 
officials to

also broadcast in visual form all
 informa-

tion that is transmitted aurally, 
whether as

a result of rule making or i
nternal decision

of the ,,EBS.

W. ECONOMIC AND T
ECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

There are no theoretical or technical

reesons for the exclusIc.n of the 
hearing im-

paired from the many benefits of 
television.

Some television stations are 
making use of

captioning equipment without any ap-

parent difficulty. Possible 
techniques range

from the use of a teletype 
machine provid-

ing a running crawl to 
typewritten index

cards propped 111) on an easel. 
Whether largo

or small, a television station has many

options to choose from, according 
to its Capa-

bilities. Since most television stations

alreir' have the appropriate equip
ment to

proviue for visual warnings, the various

techniques previously mentioned can be

utilized without any great 
expense.

Video titlers, or character 
generators, are

One simple yet effective tec
hnique for cap-

tioning on television. Some 
models may be

obtained for under' $2,000. (e.g. DATA-

VISION, INC.. Model D-1032), a 
relatively

minimal amount in comParison to 
a televi-

sion station's total Production 
costs. Titling

cameras, which almost every 
station owns.

cost from $1,000 to $1,500, and a
re another

baeic method of csotieeine. 
Rather than

being required to buy the most 
expensive

equipment if such reg,ulations were 
to be

placed upon them, television 
stations would

only have to use the means alre
ady avail-

able to them. They should realize 
that these

and more basic methods are of 
relatively

low cost, and will present no major 
burden

on their budget.
Stations can utilize extremely 

simnle and

inexpensive methods for the 
transmisaion of

visual emergency notifications. 
Blackboards

may be purchased for only $2.50 while 
Poster •

board retails for 394 a sheet. These 
costs are

Insignificant when compared to over-all

tAlevi.lon station onerPti”cr budgets. 
If one

life is saved through the uee of visual 
emer-

gency warnings on television, then 
there can

be no question as to the necessity and 
feasi-

bility of making visual notifications 
manda-

tory.
VII. AUTHORITY' AND 

PRECEDE/ST

A. The petitioners are interested pe
rsons

Petitioners present this petition as 
inter-

ested persons, pursuant to statutory 
and

Commission authority.
The statutory authority, 5 U.S.C. § 

553(e),

the Administrative Procedures Act, pr
ovides

that "Each agency shall give an inter
ested

persors the right to petition for the issua
nce,

amendment, or repeal of a rule."

The petitioners are D.E.A.F.W.A.T.C.H. (D
e-

manding Equal Access to Facts and Warn-

ings Aired on Television for Citizens who are

Hearing Impaired); the National Association

of the Deaf (N.A.D.); the Alexander Graham

Bell  
Inc.

Associationi  for the Deaf; and DEAF-

PRIDE,
D.E.A.F.WA.T.C.H. is a legal action group

composed of students attending the National

Law Center at the George Washington Uni-

versity in Washington, D.C. They are persons

interested in the problems of the hearing im-

paired and are pre:iently attempting to es-

tablish a Center for Law and the Deaf/Hear-

ing Impaired which would deal In a coordi-

nated and concentrated manner with the

unique problems of the deaf and hearing im-

paired through legal and law related means.

DEAFIVATCH's close association with mem-

bers of the hearing impaired community and
Its continuing interest in the problems of the
hearing impaired, particularly with regard to
telecommunications, brings it to the Com-
mission to seek relief.

N.A.D. is one of the leading organizations
of and for the deaf in the United States. Its
general objectives are to unite deaf Ameri-
cans and to open channels of communication
between them; to deliberate on the needs of
the deaf as a class; and to take such action as
Is necessary to fulfill these needs: to promote
the unique needs of the deaf by legislation,
education, communication, research, and re-
habilitation. N.A.D. will host the next World
Congress of the Deaf in Washington, D.C. in
the summer of 1975.
The Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf is a national and international or-
ganization which has been dedicated, since
1890, to promoting the interests of the hear-
ing impaired and to promoting excellence in
the education of deaf children.
DEAF-PRIDE, Inc., is a local organization

of deaf persons, parents of deaf persons and
Interested members of the community,

B. Authority for the Commission to act is
provided by statute

The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
§§ 151 et seq.) (herein-after, "The Act") es-
tablished the Federal Communications Com-
mission and gave it sweeping rulemaking au-
thority to regulate and control radio com-
munications. This grant of authority has
been held to include the authority to regu-
late television, since 47 U.S.C. §§ 303 defines
"radio communication" as "the transmission
by radio of writing, signs, signals, pictures
and sounds of all kinds."

Section 303(r) of the Act authorizes the
Commission to adopt rules to effectuate the
provisions of the Act. Section 303(g) of the
Act gives the Commission the power to "en-
courage the larger and more effective use of
radio in the public interest. Section 303(b)
specifically requires the Commission to "pre-
scribe the nature of the services to be ren-
dered" by stations. Congress intended by this
section to encourage and empower the Com-
mission to take the initiative in exploring the
public interest service possibilities of radio.
In complying with this mandate the Com-
mission has wide discretion in determining
questions both of public and procedural
policy, and in snaking and applying appro-
priate rules.
Given the specific powers granted to the

Commission by section 303 of the Act, peti-
tioners contend that it is clearly within the
Commission's power to require more effective
use of television emergency broadcasts by the
addition of visual messages to aural bulletins.
The Commission is granted specific au-

thority to deal with the subject matter of this
petition, the safety of life and property. One
of the purposes of the creation of the Com-
mission is stated as "the purpose of promot-
ing safety of life and property through the
use of wire and radio communication. (47
t1S0 § 151). More specifically, 47 USC § 154
(a) states: "For the purpose of obtaining.
maximum effectiveness from the use of radio
and wire communications in connection with
the safety of life and property, the Commis-
sion shall investigate and study all phases
of the problem and the best methods of ob-
taining the cooperation and coordination of
these systems.
The Commission has in fact exercised its

power to promote the safety or life and prop-
erty by authorizing individual broadcast sta-
tions to depart from standardized procedures

in order to transmit emergency information.

Prescribing specific regulations. 47 c.r.T.t.

§ 73.675 informs broadcasters of the type:4

of situations under which they shall be au-

thorized to present an emergency format.

The Commission also provides for and

regulates the Emergency Broadcast System

(EBS) (47 C.F.R. §§ 73-98-73.962) described

on page 19, supra. EBS is-composed of AM,



rid, and TV br
oadcast stations and non-gov-

errunent industry entities 
operating on vol-

untary. organized basis 
during emergencies

of Neticmal, State 
or Operational (Local)

levels. (1§73•903)•
t is under the specifi

c authority of 47

lesi. ; 73.075 and 47 C.F.R. ; 73
.933 IEBS)

petitioners contend the Commission has

powar to initinte rule makin
g proceed-

ings. By the amendment of
 these two sections

to require television br
oadcasters to present

visual messages along with t
heir aural bul-

letins, the Commission 
would increase the ef-

fectiveness of radio communications by 
pro-

moting the safety of life and pr
operty of

even more millions of Americ
ans—those who

are hearing impaired.

That the Commission has the powe
r to

serve specific classes of people has bee
n dem-

onstrated by their mandated responsibi
lity

to servo minorities. Title 47
 USC ; 202 Im-

poses an affirmative responsibilit
y on the

Commission to provide for these minorities:

"It shall be unlawful for any com
mon

carrier to make or give any undue or unrea-

sonable preference or advantage to any par- .

ticular person, class of persons, or locality,

or to subject any particular person, clas
s

of persons, or locality to any undue or' un-

reasonable prejudice or disadvantage."

While this provision applies to common

carriers, which does not include broadcast-

ers, there is an obligation to apply this prac-

tice to the hearing impaired. The present

practice by the majority of television sta-

tions of presenting emergency notifications

which can only be received by the hearing

majority of their viewers gives an unreason-

able preference to those persons and subjects

the nonhearing viewers, who could only

benefit from visual messages, to an unrea-

sonable disadvantage. The Commission's
statutory- responsibility to provide for the

• safety of life and property, coupled with its
affirmative obligation to insure relief to the
substantial minority of hearing impaired,

0d.
eans, petitioners respectfully submit, that

Commission must take positive steps to
sre equal access to warnings for the deaf
hearing impaired through rule making

proceedings.
The Commission's responsibility to serve

minorities is especially evident when it is
In the public interest to provide for them.

• 'The D.C. Court of Appeals in 1970 found
discrimination against a certain minority
clam (those who prefer classical music) in

• regard to radio programming balance in a
community. The court reversed the Com-
mission's refusal to hold a hearing on the
question of whether a proposed assignment
Which would eliminate the only classical
music station in Atlanta served the public
Interest. The court stated:
"It is surely in the public interest, as that

was conceived of by a Congress representa-
tive of all the people, for all major aspects
of contemporary culture to be accommo-
dated by the Commonly-owned public re-
sources whenever that is technically and eco-
nomically feasible . : . devotees of classical
music . . . (are) a not insignificant portion
of the people who make up Atlanta, and
tneir minority position dees not exclude
them irom consideration in such matters
is tre ollocation of radio channels for the
createst good of the greatest number."
if classical music is in the public interest,

• then what about the preservation of life
itself? Surely, life, above all else, should bo
held sacred. Anything which. can be done
to save this precious resource should be done
now, with no further delay. The "greatest
good" now is to give the hearing impaired
what they need, and thus put them on the
positive side of the balance between life
and death.
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In the Citizens Committee case, infra,

ai.s

e court clarified the meaning of "serving
e public interest," which the Commission 

been directed, to do by Congress. The

Commission itself has also recognized the

necessity of considering all aspects of a 
com-

munity by requiring that each comm
ercial

licensee keep in touch with the needs 
and

interests of the community it serves
. Each

license application requires a desc
ription of

the needs and interests Which th
e station

will serve in the license period 
under con-

sideration.
Two types of programming uhicil 

the Com-

mission has recognized as ne
cessary to meet

the "public interest" of the 
community aro

weather reports and service to minority

groups. With this in mind, it is 
obvious that •

the proposals for rule making 
fit exactly

in this framework. The he
aring impaired

are clearly a minority group, 
and weather

information is the major material being

requested. Thus, providing visu
al emergency

bulletins to the hearing imp
aired is exactly

along the lines of serving the 
public in-

terest which the Commission 
has already

recognized. Almost all commu
nities contain

hearing impaired persons, and 
no commu-

nity is immune from eme
rgencies. The re-

quirements which petitioners s
eek to have

Imposed by the Commission 
would be at

least a first step in insuring 
consideration

of the minority interests of 
the various

communities.
The Commission has already 

recognized

the interests of the hearing i
mpaired minor-

ity in other ways. For exampl
e, 47 C.F.R.

§ 15.331 allows for the 
operation of an audi-

tory training system in in
stituting programs

for auricular instruction of 
persons having

speech or hearing handicaps. 
Also, the Com-

mission has granted approval 
for a Pablic

Broadcasting System experi
mental program

of captioning the ABC News 
for rebroadcast

several hours later and for 
captioning en-

tertainment programs. These provisions,

along with the 1970 Public N
otice, show not

only the Commission's 
authority to act.

but also its previous recognition
 of the need

for action in this area.

The blind, as well, have been 
identified by

the Commission as a mi
nority in need of

special services. Most recently, 
radio station

WETA-FM in Washington, D.
C., Was granted

a Subsidiary Commun!cation
s Authorization

for special programming to ser
ve the blind.

The Washington Ear, Radio 
Service for the

Blind and Physically 
Handicapped, Inc., a

nonprofit organization, pro
vides a special

sub-carrier radio receiver fo
r blind persons

SO that they may hear_ spe
cial WETA-Fal

broadcasts. The broadcasts 
are readings of

articles, feature stories, e
ditorials, and ad-

vertisements from selected 
newspapers. •

the proposed regulation of EBS would simply

require. the same mer.sageS to be presented

visually. There would be no chilling effect

upon the artistic value of the programming,

nor any regulation of the broadcaster's

judgment,
Moreover, despite the prohibition of gov-

ernment censorship by both the First

Amendment and the ,i)rtumications Act,

there are already a et of of Commission

actions which const: ..0 the broadcaster's

freedoms and flexibility in utilizing a sta-

tion for communications. For example, the

Commission requires that the programming

of a licensee be in the "public interest" and
has indicated a prefei-nce for certain types
of programming. The commission also regu-
lates network ilomine .Ssit of television pro-

gramming by restricting prime time access.
When television stations fail to serve the

needs of the public by not voluntarily im-

plementing technique which can save many

human lives, the Commission is not only

permitted, but obliged, to impose such tech-
niques on the stations.

Clearly, the proposed 
amendments are in

the "public interest" as meet
ing the needs of

a minority group—the hear
ing impaired.

VIII. BROADCASTERS' FIRsT 
AMENDMEN. FREE-

DOMS WILL NOT BE 
ABRIDGED DY TUE PRO-

POSED REGELATIONS

Although requiring visual 
emergency mes-

sagesId serve the public
 interest, by

fulfilling the needs of ha
ndicapped minori-

ties, some observers have sugge
sted that this

would entail unwarranted 
government regu-

lation in the precious arena of 
First Amend-

ment freedoms. The Com
munications Act

provides that "no regulation 
or condition

shall be promulgated or fixed by the

Commission which shall int
erfere with the

right of free sprach by mea
ns of radio

communication." However. such a 
regulation

as the petitioners propose doe
s not at all

interfere with what infcr:nation 
or ideas are

transmitted by broadcasters, b
ut concerns

only how they are transmitted. The prop
osed

regulation does not require the 
transmission

of any messages originating at the local 
level,

nor does it limit what may be trahsmitt
ed.

Rather, it simply requires that once a sta
tion

chooses to aurally transmit an emerge
ncy

notification, ie must transmit the same 
mes-

sage visually. The EBS regulations alread
y

prescribe the content of aural EBS messa
ges;

Ix. THERE HAVE BEF 'SANT REQUSSTI3 roe
COAEPALSSION ACTION

Other government agencies have also rec-

ognized the needs of the hearing impaired.

One early call for improvements in television
for the hearing impaired was voiced in De-

cember 1971, at the f'-'-t National Conference
on Television for the Hearing Impaired,

sponsored by HEW. In attendance were rep-

resentatives of the deaf and hard of hearing,

television stations, broadcasters, engineers,

educators, advertisers, and the Federal Gov-

ernment. The Conference entailed a pooling

of resources in order to bring about the de-

velopment of captioned television programs
to servo the needs of the hearing impaired
population. Participants highlighted exist-
ing problems and recommended numerous
remedial strategies. The Conference ended
on a hope for "a new dimension in the lives
of the hearing impaired."
At the National Conference, Capt. L. R.

Raish, of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy (hereinafter OTP) in the executive
branch, offered the following words: "There
is interest and encouragement on the part of
persons high in the Administration in seeing
that technology, particularly telecommuni-
cations technology, is applied to aid the
handicapped.
The former director of OTP himself, Clay

T. Whitehead, encouraged the Commission
on December 2, 1971, to expand the use of
captions in television broadcasting, stating,
"the Administration strongly supports . . .
actions which foster the interest of the
broadcast industry, such as was done by the
Commission's Public Notice (FCC '70-1328),
in offering telecasts that provide a means
whereby warnings and emergency bulletins
and other services could be made available
to viewers with impaired hearing.
An August 1, 1973, letter from former Com-

mission Chsirman Dean Burch to Mr. White-
head discussed the comparative advantages
of two types of captioning methods which
present printed words on the television
screen in addition to the information -pro-
vided aurally. One of these methods is closed
captioning, which can cnly be seen on a tele-
vision screen If there is a special decoding
device attached to the television set. The
other is open captioning, which is received
by all television ssts turned on to a particu-
lar station which employs a captioning de-
vice. Chairman Burch closed his letter to Mr.

Whitehead, by stating that closed captioning

was not feasible for emergency notification:

"It seems apparent that captions providing

such information should be available to all

persons of impaired hearing—not just tu

those whose receivers are especially equipped

to display encoded captions." (emphasis

added)
Yet, four years after the Commission's 

No-

tice, and despite these various statement
s Of
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support. no substantial progress has been

4
 de toward presenting visual emergency 0

eations. More than encouragement ap-
necessary to meet the pressing needs
ubstantial segment of the population.
ny deaf organizations have been actively

involved in efforts to change the existing
procedures which most television stations
follow in broadcasting emergency notifica-
tions. 'The Council of Organizations Serving
the Deaf (COSD) in August. 1972, wrote to
the National Association of Broadcasters,
asking that they include in their standards
a requirement that aural Emergency Broad-
casting System messages be accompanied by
visual messages. Although NAB failed to in-
stitute such standards. EBS is now develop-
ing a "crawl," where words cross the screen
at the same time the oral announcements are
being made.
Because of the failure of television stations

to regulate themselves in the manner called
for by the Commission, other government
agencies, and deaf organizations, the hearing
impaired continue to be deprived of the
right to emergency notifications. This blatant
disregard to the Commission's Notice has
prompted numerous letters from individuals
and organizations to the Commission urging
the adoption of inure. straigent regulations.
The response has been that the situation
has been under active consideration by the
Broadcast Services Subcommittee, National
Industry Advisory Committee.

Still, no action has been taken by this
, Committee. Therefore, in view of the unsat-
isfactory developments in this area, it is now
the Commission's obligation to "begin rule
making looking toward the adoption of mini-
mum requirements."

X. THE COMMISSION SHOULD FOLLOW OTHER
GOVERNMENT ACTIONS IN SERVING THE NEEDS

4
 HEARING IMPAIRED 0,

equiring visual emergency bulletins to
he needs of the hearing impaired, the

Aission would be following the example
se by other bodies a the Federal Govern-
ment in providing for the special needs of
the handicapped$ Congress has shown its
concern with these needs by establishing a
comprehensive program for the handicapped
through the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
(87 Stat. 355). The purpose of the act is to:
"Provide a statutory basis for the Reha-

bilitation Services Administration and to au-
thorize programs to develop new and innova-
tive methods of providing rehabilitation
services to• handicapped individuals through

' research, special projects, and demonstra-
tions; . . . conduct various studies and ex-
periments to focus on long neglected prob-
lem areas; . . . enforce statutory and regu-
latory standards and requirements regarding
barrier-free construction of public facilities
and study and develop solutions to existing
architectural and transportation barriers
impeding handicapped individuals."
The Act also establishs, a National Center

for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults to, among
other purposes, "aid in the conduct of . . .
activities which will expand or improve pub-
lic understanding of the problems of deaf-
blind individuals."

Title 45 USC part 150, under the authority
of HEW, provides for the production and dis-
tribution of captioned hlms for the deaf, to
provide them with em nod experiences so
that they may be brat -ht in better touch
with the realities of the. • environment.
In addition, Congress funds Gallaudet Col-

lege, in Washington, D.C., the only accredited
four year college for the deaf in the world.

Although not specifies.11y directed towards
411111)'cling visual eme: icy messages, con-

cted efforts are b .g made by the Bu-
f Rehabilitation rvices of HEW, Pub-

Broadcasting System and the National
Bureau of Standards, to perfect a closed

captioning system. Such co
mmendable ef-

forts demonstrate a growing awareness 
of a

dedication to the potentialities of 
television

for the hearing impaired. But, the 
Com-

mission cannot wait for these 
methods to

be developed before it acts. It has 
the au-

thority, and. television stations have the 
abil-

ity, to immediately offer relief to the 
hear-

ing impaired population by providing
 them

With the necessary visual information in

times of emergencies.
It is respectfully submitted that 

the Com-

mission has had adequate time to 
consider

the situation. The moment is ripe 
for the

CornmisFion to impose standards 
on tele-

vision stations to insure all hearing 
impaired

individuals their right to receive 
visual emer-

gency notifications on television.

:a. CONCLUSION'

The shocking failure of television 
to per-

form its duty to the hearing 
impaired popu-

lation is self-evident. These millions of

Americans are denied a life of 
security while

television's neglect continues. The 
multitude

of hearing impaired, the array of 
potential

emergencies, and the culpability 
of tele-

vision broadcasters are presently 
producing

profoundly devastating results. Unl
ess broad-

casters provide the missing link—visual

emergency bulletins—the hearing 
impaired

will remain physically and 
psychologically

vulnerable :to disasters.
The time for talk has passed. The 

Com-

mission must now act on its pro
mises and

help the hearing impaired, who in this 
case

cannot help themselves. The simple 
proce-

dures and low cost involved in 
implement-

ing the petitioner's proposals for visual
 noti-

fications in emergencies, require only 
mini-

mal effort by broadcasters. In view of 
the

lives that visual notifications would save,

is there any question as to the proper 
path

of action? Must the hearing impaired 
con-

tinually be discriminated against in the 
field

of telecommunications?

The sacrifice of lives must stop now. Since

television broadcasters will not voluntarily

do their part, the Commission must, we sub-

mit, step in and initiate rule making pro-

ceedings requiring television stations to add

visual messages to their emergency notifi-

cations.

For these reasons, the petitioners respect-

fully request the Federal Communications

Commission to adopt, as part of its Rules

and Regulations, the proposed standards for

the visual transmission of emergency noti-

fications. "

ENERGY SURVEY •

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, recently I

received an energy use survey conducted

by the-eighth grade science class of Burr

Oak, Kans. I believe it is a useful indica-
tor of feeling about the energy problem
In Kansas.
Burr Oak is a community of 473 peo-

ple, most of whom are engaged in farm-

ing or farm-related business. As such, it
is representative of a large portion of

my constituency in Kansas.

I find this survey to be useful in two

respects. In the first place, it demon-

strates the concern which Kansans of all
ages_ feel about our current energy prob-
lem. Certainly, the many hours which
these students spent in gathering and
compiling this data indicate Kansas
Youth's desire to take positive action to-
ward meeting the problem:3 of our day.
I find it encouraging to note that stu-
dents are thinking seriously about our
energy supply.
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Second, this survey reflects the com-
ments I have been hearing from many
Kansans on the energy problem. I note
the serious doubt about the President's
energy program.
The sentiment against gasoline ration-

ing-73.9 percent—is even strore;er and
I have strongly advocated ale cema.tive
measures to save fuel resource - so that
rationing will not be necessai
My own efforts in the Senate- larticu-

larly in the Senate Finance Cue enttee—
have been directed toward meeteng these
concerns. But I am more and more con-
vinced after hearing testimony in thd
committee that no meaningful program
to reduce energy consumption can be
painless.

DISCRIMINATION UNWANTED

The discriminatory 55-mile-per-hour
speed limit registers strong opposition, as
I would expect. In Kansas and other
Western and Midwestern States, we are
expected to reduce our speed by about 20
percent while new Englanders and other
easterners by and large have not been
required to reduce their speed at all. The
Congress and administration seem to be
saying' to Westerners and Midwesterners,
"you slow down and save gasoline so that
Easterners can drive at the speed they
have been in the past."
/ That is why I have attempted to make
the 55-mile-per-hour speed . limit more
equitable, keeping in mind both the
needs and desires of Kansans who must
travel much longer distances in order to
carry on their businesses than those liv-
ing in urban areas.
Not surprisingly we now see New Eng-

land officials and representatives pro-
testing about discrimination against
them because of the oil import 6uty pro"

% gram. This seems especially ironic to the
junior Senator from Kansas since testi-
mony in the Finance Committee clearly
shows that the New England area would
suffer less from the oil tariff than other
parts of the Nation. That is because New
England imports mostly refintel petro-
leum products for which there !.; no tariff
and because the Federal Energy Ad-
ministration has previously had a sub-
sidy for imported refined prec3ect under
the entitlement program which has now
been ended.
And all these protests are even harder

to understand when easterners have been
getting natural gas from Kansas and
other Midwestern States that has been
held at artificially low prim for the
past 20 years.
But the dialog going on in Congress

now is good and I hope we will be suc-
cessful in finding a program to reduce
our dependence on imported oil as soon
as possible at the minimum level of eco-
nomic pain.
Because I feel that the work of the

Burr Oak science class has a meaningful

significance, I ask unanimous consent
that their survey be print,. iin the

There being no objection, surveY

was ordered ,.d to be printed in the RECORD.

as ' follows:
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POINT PAPER ON BIOLOGICAL E6ECTS PROGRAM

A. CHRONOLOGY OF OTP ACTIONS AND RELATED EVENTS

1. December 198 - The Electromagnetic Radiation Management
Advisory Council (ERMAC) established.

Function: - Advises Director on "side effects" on the
environment, biological and physical, and the adequacy
of control of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation.

Council Members (listed in attach. #1): - Have expertise
in a wide variety of relevant disciplines i.e., engineering
and the physical and biomedical sciences (academe and
industry). Includes Agency representatives as observers.

2. March 1969  - First ERMAC Meeting.

Primary Activity: - A comprehensive assessment of knowledge,
programs, and potential problems vis-a-vis biological effects
and hazards. (Government agencies participated and contributed.)

Result: - Concluded a) effects of nonionizing radiations on
man are not known with sufficient confidence and b) on-
going efforts were inadequate to resolve current and fol-
seeable issues.

3. December 1971 - ERMAC recommended a coordinated Government
program to establish a sound scientific basis for
assessing hazards and determining remedial measures as
warranted.

4.

o Recommended $10-15M/year to commence by FY 74.

January 1972 - Program coordinated with the heads of agencies,
OST and OMB for implementation.

5. April 1972 - OTP formed, an interagency working group (Side
Effects Working Group of the IRAC) as a intra-governmental
coordinating mechanism. Members were designated by the
heads of agencies. This group interacts with the ERMAC
(most as ERMAC observers) and provides a focal point within
the Government for treating matters of common concern and
interest and information exchange (Attachment 2).

Subsequent ERMAC/OTP activities include:

6. Summer/Fall 1972 - Conducted technical and programmatic
review of individual agency programs to assess FY 73 and
74 efforts.
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7. Summer 1973  - Broad overview o
f overall program content

with respect to recommended are
as of activity and priorities

(Attachment 3).

8. Currently  - Seminars to examin
e status and progress in

key areas; e.g., nervous systen 
and behavior, measure-

ments of EM levels in various 
environments, etc., (Attachment 4).

B. PROGRAM FACTS 

1. Structure - Multiagency, 
coordinated by OTP (Program

relationships and agency 
roles, Attachment 5).

o 13 agencies with active 
prograns)however, approximately

90% of activity and dollars
 are in 3: 1) DOD, 2) HEW and 3 EPA.

2. Funding - Via individual ag
ency appropriations (independently

funded efforts) - no single 
appropriation. (In most cases this

is oontained in larger line i
tems and not separately identifiable).

o Pre OTP total Governmen
t expenditures estimated at $4M

(FY 72) vs. $10-15M/year 
recommended.

SUMMARY

roxjp2 $M)

Totals FY 73
FY 74 FY 75

Recommended
10.6 15.2

Agencies 6.0
7.2 8.8 (anticipated)

3. Principal research area 
include:

Genetics/Hereditary, and 
Development

Nervous System

Behavior/Psychology

General Health

Epidemiology
Clinical Studies

Mechanisms of EMR 
interaction with living organisms

Ocular Effects

Cardiovascular Effects
Metabolism/Endocrinology/Biochemical 

Effects

Histology/Cytology

Instrumentation and 
Facilities

Absorption/Dosimetry

Environmental and Safety
 Studies

* =Priority areas -- also, measurement 
techniques instrumentation and

dosimetry which are essential for 
ensuring commonality of research,

relating effects to exposure levels
, - and extrapolating

 laboratory

findings from one animal to anoth
er and to man.
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4. Frequency Range - 0Hz up through 300 GHz, with priority. emphasis
in the microwave region followed by the lower frequencies. (Dis-
tribution of research by frequency in 1974 annual report).

5. Other Program Data -

o FY 74  - The Program consisted of approximately
114 individual projects 67 inhouse Government and 47 non-
Government. (Details in attachment 6).

o FY-75 (Current) - 106 projects (in Government and non-Govern-
ment are roughly equal).

o Projects include several jointly funded efforts supported by
more than one agency.

C. RELATED INFORMATION 

1. International (ref: 1974 report, pg. 20) -- There has
been considerable interest in this area (research,

health/environmental safety and standards) on the part of
other countries and international organizations concerned with
biomedical research health, engineering and communications
e.g., CCIR, ITU, URSI, World Health Organization, NATO,
AGAR, among others.

Several events involving U.S. include:

o October 1973 - A small multi-multinational symposium
on microwave effects was held in Warsaw, co-sponsored
by the Polish Milistry of Health, World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) and BEH. It afforded one of the first
Opportunities for direct contact and scientific exchange
between Eastern and Western investigators.

o 1972 to Present - As part of detente, under the US/USSR
agreement to collaborate in environmental health (coordina-
ted for the U.S. by Dr. Rall of NIERS), discussions have
been underway to develop a collaborative activity in the
area of microwave effects. This has included the exchange
of information and scientists.

o 1974-WHO Activity - BRH has been designated as the WHO
Collaborating Center for Standardization and Protection
Against Nonionizing Radiation for a 3 year period. The
center performs a number of functions to assist WHO in
this area (Attachment 7).

Planned:

• 1975 - USNC/URSI (National Research Council), Commissions
I & VI, is planning to include an expanded session on
biological effects in its October 1975 meeting. This will
be a continuing, annual "Series".
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o Dr. Czerski, Poland, is organizing a limited (approximately 10-
man) meeting of noted Eastern and Western Scientists specializing
in low-level studies to discuss international safety standards
and develop a recommendation in this regard. (Recommendation
from an assembly of such recognized scientists will carry con-

siderable weight. Ross Adey of ERMAC has been approached).

2. Standards 

Government agencies with standards authority include: HEW/

BRH - product emission, DOL/OSHA - occupational, EPA - environ-

mental. Additionally; states and the military can develop

standards for their own use which must comply with OSHA's

criteria. There are also a number of international bodies which

develop International standards.

o Current U.S. Government Standards:

1. Occupational Standard - OSHA standard (adopted 1971/2)

applicable to employers in the private sector. (Section

19, E.O. 11612 and E.O. 11807 make thes
e mandatory for

federal employees including the military who must be

protection to at least these levels
, (maximum permissible

exposures based on 10 mc/cm2 
as averaged over any 6

minute period).

2. Product Emission Standard - BRH mic
rowave oven standard.

Ovens may not emit (leak) over 
1 mw/cm2 at time of

manufacture and 5 mw/cm2 
subsequently for the life of the

product (measured 5 cm from front of 
the oven).

o Unofficial-Concensus Standard:

American National Standards Institut
e (ANSI) - A widely

recognized, voluntary body with members from Government,

industry and academe. Issued a 
safety standard in

in 1966. It was rriewed and reissued 
this year.

(based on 10 mw/cm --this standard was essentially adopted

by OSHA as an official occupational exposure
 standard).

Note: There is no official safety standard appli
cable to the general public

at this time.

3. Legislation

Existing legislation with application -- includes the authorities
under which the BRH and OSHA standards were issued:

o "Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968"

(PL 90-602) Administered by HEW (Senate Commerce

Committee-Magnuson, Tunney).
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o "NEPA of 1969" (PL-91-190). Requires environmental

impact assessments and statements.

o "Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970." Establishes EPA.

EPA has authority to establish environmental standards

(including radiation).

o "Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1790" (PL 91-

596) Administered by DOL/OSHA.

Recent:

o "Energy Reorganization Act 1974" (PL 93-438) Created

the Energy Research and Development Administration

(ERDA) which will carry out energy associated research.

This will probably include the impact of various energy

generation, and transmission schemes and, therefore,

associated biological effects -- particularly as regards

high voltage electrical transmissions associated with

nuclear power plants.

D. CURRENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

1. Exposure Safety Standards

o Lack of protective standards for the general public

ours are occupational only (10 mw/cm
2
). Public

standards, by tradition, are lower e.g., possible 1 mw/cm
2
.

o Discrepancy ocioqo between US (10 mw/cm
2
) and Soviet

(10 microwatt/cmL)standards and the increasing focus on

standards in various international organizations and

forums. (Extremely stringent standards could affect

U.S. operations, particularly outside the U.S.).

o Lack of US exposure standards for frequencies below

10 MHz (USAF is recommending a 50 mw/cm2 standard. As

presently envisioned, it would apply up to 30-50 MHz.

This overlaps the low end of the spectrum covered by the

present OSHA standard and would require a petition to

OSHA to modify their current standard).

2. IR,gal actions against Government and industry for monetary

compensation alleging injury due to RF/MW exposure.
(Awards have been made for cataracts).

NB: The foregoing can have considerable economic and operational
impact.

3. Other Problems 

o Lower than desirable funding levels and the lack of

effective funding mechanisms or agreements with the agencies

and/or OMB to remedy.
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o Lack of sufficient research with long term exposures

(e.g. months to years) including follow up studies.

(Requires continuity and commitment of funds beyond year

to year basis.)

o Biological Safety associated with electrical power

exposures (related matter but not directly an OTP domain.)

The growing trend toward higher voltage transmissions

has resulted in public concern and efforts block the use

of high power lines because the biological effects are no
t

known. Fragmentary research evidence suggesting injurious

or undesirable effects is cited in this regard. Some aspects

of the program research, particularly that at very low

frequencies, has limited relevance. (Widely publicized

hearings are now pending in N.Y., and there has be
en a

number deother such cases.)

There has been little research in this area and it has

been difficult to identify a Federal Agency with cogniza
nce

and/or responsibility in this area. OTP actions include:

contacting the FPC, ERDA and EPRI (industry's reseprch

organization) on this matter. 2c.erd Cot-c- 0n-4eet ce_,
oe:Da ka. Chu
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1. Dr. W. Ross Adey /Hi) '-

I University of California, Los Angeles
i
1 

Director Space Biological Laboratory, Brain Research Instit
ute

i
2. Professor Merril Eisenbud

Environmental Studies, Institute of
Professor and Director, Laboratory for

Environmental Medicine, New York

University Medical Center

3. Harold Gauper, Jr. ..._

Manager, Electrical Interference and Transients

Program, Research and Development Center

General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York

4. Dr. William Taylor Ham, Jr. — 
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Professor and Chairman Department of Biophysics

Virginia Commonwealth University
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5. H. Janet Healer 
Consultant, Bioscience Programs

Dover, Massachusetts
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Technical Director, Space
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• .; efense Group

7. Dr. Samuel Koslov, Special Assistant

Office of Assistant Secretary of Navy

The Pentagon
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8. William Waldon Mumford, Engineering Consultant
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Professor Emeritus of Clinical Medicine 
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SIDE EFFECTS WORKING GROUP Or<fiC-, jaw

This working group is concerned with the side effects of nonionizing

electromagnetic radiation -- both biological and nonbiological. How-
ever, its primary emphasis to date has been on the biological con-

siderations. This is reflected in its membership which consists of
each agency's point of contact for their bioeffects activities.

The group's principal function is as the intra-Governmental coordina-

ting body for the multiagency Federal Government Program to assess

the biological effects of nonionizing radiations throughout the radio

spectrum. It serves as a focal point for treating matters pertaining

to the research program and other related items and provides a forum

for the exchange of information of common concern or interest in this

area.

For example, a major undertaking has been documenting ongoing research

through the Federal Government at the project or work-unit level.

This helps the agencies to be cognizant of each others undertakings and

provides a basis for tracking, reviewing, and analyzing program activities.

Another project was to identify the capabilities and resources of State

and Federal agencies to conduct EM field measurements in cases of suspected

exposures. These capabilities, have been documented by the Environmental

Protection Agency, which serves as the principal point of contact 
for

Government agencies requiring this information and are referenced in the

OTP Manual for Government use of the spectrum. A similar effort is being

undertaken to identify exposure facilities for biological 
research as a

basis for assessing facility iquirements and to facilitate 
interagency

arrangements to share use where practicable.

Other functions include reviewing activities pertaining to 
standards and

commenting on proposed standards where appropriate; providing 
assistance

to agencies reviewing proposals in this area; providing 
support and input

o efforts to develop a collaborative US/USSR activity in the 
area of

information on technical meetings, recent publications, and 
other relevant

matters.

_A=





SUMMARY OF ERMAC OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM TO ASSESS

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NONIONIZING RADIATION

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has encouraged an interactive
program between concerned Government agencies based on independently
funded programs of research into biomedical effects of nonionizing
radiation.

The status and progress of the current Program effort has been

overviewed by the ERMAC from the perspective of the basic Program

objectives. Activities in various areas of investigation were

examined in an attempt to determine the extent to which they, and the

directions they portend, will provide answers needed to achieve those

objectives in a practical time frame. The review was predicated on the

understanding that we are, as yet, in the formative stages of establish-
ing a cohesive, coordinated research effort of reasonable critical mass
in a relatively new and complex interdisciplinary field.

Program Objectives:

It is the purpose of this Program to establish a rational scientific

foundation for use in determining potential hazards to Than and his

S 

vironment in order to assure their protection while avoiding unneces-

ry restriction of man's ability to use this energy.

This requires that:

a. Biological effects of electromagnetic radiation 
(OHz-3000 GHz) be

determined as a function of frequency, 
intensity and duration of

exposure.

b. The health or ecological significance of any 
effects be determined.

c. Appropriate control measures including safety 
criteria and standards

be determined and developed, as may be warranted.

Findinp of ERMAC Overview:

o The present funding level for the program as a whole 
($6.0

million, as compared to the originally recommended 
$10.6

million) is too low with respect to current and 
foreseeable

needs and is not responsive to the level of public, 
professional,

or governmental concern. The present level of effort requires

amplification if answers are to be produced in a 
realistic

time frame.

• There has been a buildup of activity in many of the

currently recognized critical program areas.

o The relative distribution of effort by major areas 
of

activity is reasonably appropriate with respect to program

objectives and priorities as outlined in the ERMAC program

recommendations of December 1971.

SEPTEMBER 1973
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o The research effort in most areas of investigation is ex-
cessively fragmented. It consists of a number of diverse,
currently unrelated individual efforts. This is frequently
characteristic of a new and complex field at an early stage.
However, better focusing, coordination and integration of
resources is necessary as the program progresses to ensure
meaningful results.

o Most of the current research appears to be concerned
with key priority areas, namely: genetic effects, central
nervous system effects, gross physical effects, and under-
lying mechanisws of interaction, (with emphasis on power levels
below 10 mw/cm4) at microwave and other frequencies
associated with major electronic systems.

o The portions of the above work likely to yield
results in the near term l3_-3 years) v.s. longer
term (3-10 year period) are estimated to be approximately equal.

o In general, most of the current work involves the short termeffects of brief exposures; including multiple exposures overrelatively short periods of time. Greater emphasis is neededon repeated and continuous exposures over longer periods oftime (particularly during the most vulnerable periods of theanimal's life),and on observation for latent effects. Trulylong-term (chronic) exposures involve a considerable commitmentof resources and time but consideration should be given tohow this might be accomplished in the future (perhaps by theuse of some dedicated facilities) and some planning of para-meters of interest, protocols, etc. should be initiated.

• The distribution of effort with respect to frequency within thevarious program areas, roughly follows the overall frequencypriorities recommended in the basic program. Concentrationsof effort are apparent in the microwave region (particularlyat 2.45 GHz) and at ELF with some work in the VHF, less atHF and very little in the LF and MF regions. While this isappropriate for the present, future considerations shouldnot overlook the LF and MF regions which include a varietyof high powered systems and extensive use for AM broadcast.

o There is a need for greater emphasis on the role of pulsed orother modulated radiations as well as more comparative studies.of these modes with CW radiation.

o Instrumentation and methodologies to characterize the EM fieldand its interaction with exposed material continues to presentdifficulties and many unresolved problems remain. There isa pressing need for sensors and instrumentation (i.e.implantable
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electrodes) to measure biological parameters of interest which
can be dependably used in RF fields without producing field

distortions or concentrating the energy. Standardization of

terminology and measurement protocols are needed to permit

comparison of experiments and more uniform definition of expo-
sure in non-experimental situations. Work is also urgently

needed on factors to permit scaling from one life form to

another.

o Although definitive results are not to be expected at this

early stage of the program, there have been some tentative

and as yet unverified observations of effects in certain

nervous system and behavioral indicators, developmental

processes, and in some other areas. The validity, circum-

stances, causal relationships, and significance of these

observations have yet to be determined but they underscore

the need for additional research. Effort should be focused

sharply on resolving these questions.

Recommendations:

o The importance of determining the following is reemphasized:

a. The effects of long term low level exposures and

thresholds for any effects.

b. Effects of different EM exposure regimes (frequencies,

intensities, modulations, time, multiple frequencies, --

including EMP);

c. The effects of EM exposures in combination with other

environmental and biological factors, e.g., age, sex, etc.

The possible existence of effective mechanisms of 
inter-

action in addition to or other than thermal deposition.

o To avoid excessive diffusion of effoft and 
dissipation of

resources, continuing coordination of the various 
program

areas will be necessary. Toward this end, it is suggested

that:

1. The need for effective program management within
 each

agency be reemphasized as a step toward resolving 
the

issues outlined herein.

2. OTP and ERMAC meet soon with the principal agency pro
gram

officers to discuss the above observations, comments and

concerns, and solicit their views.
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3. Thereafter, ERMAC hold reviews of activities in each
significant program area (across agency lines). Specialized
subcommittees should be considered to assist in the
scientific evaluation of work in these areas. These
reviews should consist of presentations by those directly
involved in, and responsible for, the research after meet-
ing with each other to prepare their view of the status,
significance and directions of this research. This should
serve a twofold purpose:

a. The interaction among the actual participants will,
of itself, help achieve a more cohesive and focused
effort.

b. It will provide an opportunity for evaluation in
greater technical depth and for encouraging a
more coordinated approach to this work.
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January 1975

SUMMARY OF THE ERMAC WORK SESSION ON NERVOUS SYSTEM AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS

OF NONIONIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS

On October 31 and November 1, 1974, the Office of Telecommunications
Policy held a workshop/seminar with the Electromagnetic Radiation

Management Advisory Council (ERMAC), invited specialists and investigators,
to review the present state of knowledge, progress and research pertaining
to possible nervous system and behavioral effects of nonionizing radiations;
a principal area of investigation in the overall multiagency program to
assess biological effects of these radiations. The agenda, noting ERMAC

members and specialists, is included as Attachment 1. A total of fifty-
four individuals, including the agency representatives, attended as

indicated in Attachment 2. The meeting, which was open to the public was
held in Room 1129, 1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. and was chaired
by Mr. W. Dean, Jr., OTP Assistant Director for Frequency Management.

As a basis for discussion, several investigators whose work represents
some of the different approaches to research in this area, were invited
to outline their current studies and views based on research-to-date.
The following summarizes presentations and comments; the views and

conclusions are those of the investigators, based on the present state of

knowledge. In many cases, research is still in progress. They should be
viewed in this context and do not necessarily represent the views of any

Sponsoring agency.

o Dr. Donald Galloway, Bureau of Radiological Health, Food and

Drug Administration, PHS.

Dr. Galloway described his current research on microwave radiation

effects on behavior in monkeys. As background, he briefly sum-

marized behavioral research at the Bureau of Radiological Health
over the past 4 years, using operant conditioned rhesus monkeys
to test the effects of RF radiation on a variety of tasks.

Noting that reports of central nervous system (CNS) responses

frequently did not involve direct or exclusive CNS exposure, this
work has been concerned with depositing energy into the brain.
Early goals were to design a system for irradiating the animals'
heads and to develop dose-response curves for any observed effects.
Both of these have been difficult to accomplish and efforts are
continuing. Successive generations of exposure systems have
been redesigned. The work discussed primarily used two CW systems--
a 383 MHz RF resonant cavity and a 2450 MHz diathermy-type applica-
tor which fits on top of the monkey's head.

Difficulties with the diathermy-type applicator, in getting energy
into the brain without producing skin burns, resulted in abandoning
this approach in favor of a new wave guide-type exposure system which
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has been completed but not yet tested. This system will permit head
exposures at 383, 915, and 2450 MHz and facilitate calculation of
power absorbed in the head.

A general suppresion or decrease in behavior (task performance--
2 hour sessions) was observed at doses in the range of 20-30 mW/gm
of brain. Various behavioral tasks were used in these studies
(i.e., a - repeated acquisition task, serial choice reaction time

(tracking task) and a delayed match-to-sample task (memory test)).
This behavior appeared only during irradiation and could not be

observed in animals tested on the following day. A rather distinct

threshold appears to occur around 20 mW/gm levels.

A principal direction of this research at present has evolved from

the observation (during tests with one task--tracking) that monkeys

appear to become sleepy, regaining normal alertness when the

radiation is turned off. (Electroencephalography was attempted but

abandoned because of electronic difficulties and artifacts when the

animal was working). Since sleep seems correlated with serotonergic

fibres of the brain, studies have been undertaken to explore possible

interactions between a serotonin depleter and MW radiation. Initial

studies with PCPA established doses of this agent and MW which,

administered separately, did not effect behavior on one of the

experimental tasks, but when given together did affect performance

In what appears to be an additive and not a synergistic phenomenon.

Some complications associated with this approach were note
d (e.g.,

the animals appear to develop a tolerance to PCPA, it takes sever
al

days to metabolize, etc.) Other agents are currently being used

and studies of turnover ates of other substances (e.g., norepinepherine

and acetycoline) in brain tissues are being c
ontemplated for future

studies.

In summary Dr. Galloway made the following poi
nts:

Under the conditions of his experiments, the o
bserved effects

will not occur except when the task is 
performed simultaneously

with irradiation. The subject's performance appears fully normal

when the task is repeated the day following 
irradiation. In

experiments with one task (tracking), no 
change in performance

was observed during the first couple of 
days of several days'

testing; but changes were observed by the 
third, fourth, or

fifth day, suggesting the possibility of 
cumulative effect.

At this stage, there appears to be a rather 
distinct

threshold around 20-30 mW/gm. He also commented that he would

like to see some empirical data relating p
ower densities

of incident fields to absorbed dose.
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o Dr. Suzanne M. Bawin, Space Biology Laboratory, Brain Research
Institute, UCLA, California

Dr. Bawin described research at the Brain Research Institute in-
volving electroencephalographic, behavioral and biophysical/chemical
studies of CNS responses to very low frequency (ELF region) radiation
and modulated and CW VHF radiations (e.g. 147 MHz) at low power
densities.

She first reviewed ELF studies by Dr. Medici into the response of
monkeys, trained to perform a task involving subjective estimation
of time, exposed to 7, 45, 60 and 75 Hz at several field strengths
(1, 10, 56 and 100 V/m) in various combinations, in a series of experi-
ments. Animals (3) with chronically implanted EEG electrodes and
unimplanted animals (2) were tested during 3 hours of 4 hour exposure
periods. The test was repeated four times for each of the five monkeys
for each field conu.,_tion. Similar changes in task performance behavior
(shortening of the interval between responses) were observed in both
implanted and unimplanted animals with some of the exposure conditions.
A series of experiments with 7, 45 and 75 Hz at 1 and 10 V/m showed
maximum effects at 7 Hz. Effects appeared more widespread (75 Hz, as
well as 7 Hz) and field/no-field differences were much larger with
higher field strengths. Results at 100 V/m.suggested that field exposure
at these voltages was so permeating that it affected tests 24 hours later.
(Special post-run control tests were more normal than the interspersed
random control tests.) Additional experimentation will be required to
Clarify.

Two principal trends were observed in EEG's obtained. During irradiation
a sharp decrease was observed in the very low frequencies (e.g. 1 and
2 Hz) and, although not very pronounced, any naturally occuring rhythm
presented (in the irradiation) during the task seems to be enhanced
(e.g. 15 Hz in the central medianum or 7 Hz in the hippocampus).

VHF studies with weak electromagnetic fields (147 MHz, 1mW/cm2)
amplitude modulated at brain wave frequencies were found to influence
spontaneous and conditioned electroencephalographic patterns in exposed
animals. The hypothesis was offered that the electrical forces induced
in brain tissue by the VHF fields, could trigger local conformation
changes in the macromolecules of the outer zone of the neuronal membrane,
resulting in small displacement of the surface bound cations. Experimentswere conducted to study the calcium efflux (45ca2+) from the neonate
chick brain, in vitro, following irradiation with the VHF fields
amplitude modulated at various frequencies. Modulation frequencies lowerthan 9 Hz and higher than 20 Hz failed to induce any change in the
calcium efflux, by comparison with unirradiated control brains. By
contrast, exposure to fields modulated at 9, 11, 16 and 20 Hz lead to a10-20% increase in 45r 2+ efflux which is statistically significant
(p4.0.01). Additional experiments with brains poisoned with sodium
cyanide (10-4M) produced identical results. These findings suggestthat the induced release of the bound 45Ca2+ is independent of any
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ongoing metabolism. This response (increased calcium efflux) was not
observed in exposed muscle tissues, at least at these same frequencies.

•••

Summarizing her conclusions at this stage, Dr. Bawin stated that
behavioral, electrophysiological and chemical changes in the brain
have been observed in these experiments. It is planned to continue
research in the areas presented--in her own case, particularly
behavioral studies in cats, to develop additional data and under-
standing of the nature of the effects observed. However, she

emphasized her own interest and that of her colleagues in extending
their studies of mechanisms of field interaction with neural tissue.
An overall goal is to use electromagnetic fields, not only to detect
and develop an understanding of biological effects or changes, but
also as a tool in brain research for studying brain function wherein
she views these fields as having great potential value. In closing

she stressed the importance of developing our knowledge of mechanisms
of interaction.

o Dr. James Frazer, U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine, Texas.

and Dr. William Stavinoha, University of Texas.

Drs. Fraser and Stavinoha discussed studies primarily concerning brain

biochemistry and effects of radiation on various neurotransmitter

substances, their turnover rates, and metabolism. Dr. Frazer noted

that the Air Force interest in this research is influenced by DOD

guidelines requiring it be oriented to look at exposures and opera-

tional considerations associated with transmitters operated by the

Air Force. Their principal work on nervous system involves studies of

neurochemical changes pfimarily with HF (3-30 MHz) fields.

A methodology was developed for determining neurochemical changes

which permits more rapid inactivation of whole animal brains 
than

current methods. Ideally, this requires extremely rapid inactiva-

tion (e.g., tenths of a millisecond), commensurate with 
the dynamics of

neural response. The best techniques available are too 
slow (e.g. I sec)

leaving plenty of time for enzyme turnover between 
interrupting the cir-

culation of the brain and removing it for testing. A series of four

of 2450 MHz applicators have been developed to inactivate 
brain

contents. Successively shorter inactivation times have 
been achieved

down to 0.3 seconds.

Studies have also involved determining biological 
reactions to

different kinds of field impedances. With HF and other low frequencies,

two kinds of near fields are involved and it was 
therefore necessary

to develop an exposure system capable of simulating the 
different

kinds of relationships between electric (E) and magnetic 
(H) field

vectors which are produced by actual operating systems. 
This gives a

full scan of field impedances and helps with the problem 
of matching

Impedances in different size animals.
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In other early experiments, differences were observed between the

lymphocyte division response in animals (rhesus monkeys) exposed to

5000 V/m fields (total power density 2f- 1.3 W/cm2, absorbed power25.15 mW/gm)
and paired control animalsmeasured immediately after exposure. Three
days later there is a factor of 10 increase in the number of division

figures in lymphocytes taken from exposed animals. The same lymphocyte

response was observed at three HF band frequencies. Exposure at the

highest frequency (26 MHz) produced significant increases in core

temperature, the two lower frequencies (19 and 10.5 MHz) did not,

indicating that temperature was not the driving factor in the kind of

response.

In related experiments with mice exposed to VLF fields (25 kHz, 15,000 V/m,
11 amps/m), tritiated thymidine uptake measurements in lymphocytes

showed a 2-5 fold increased incorporation in the lymphocytes of exposed

v.s. control animals.

These observations led to consideration of some of the effects which

might not be dependent, at least directly, on a thermal response of
the animal. Studies of effects in various enzymes demonstrated
that at high fields (e.g. 2000-3000 V/cm, 10-200 MHz) it was pos-

sible to restrict the rotation of certain molecular bonds. This
work and consideration of processes involved in lymphocyte

responses (such as those leading to antibody responses which are

thought to occur concurrently with the division response) suggest
that various kinds of multicellular responses are possible which
may still follow an E2 effect (insofar as the field inside the

biological tissue) but which may be associated with the Kerr effect
and may not have the same slope of a response as a thermal

effect. These effects would be most likely to occur in places where

molecular hydrogen bonding is not restrictive.

This establishes a model system which suggests a possible mechanism
of interaction which says it is possible to have a Kerr vibrational
effect on large macromolecules and perhaps even on cell division

processes. With this hypothesis in mind, animals were exposed to
look for effects in the brain. Measurements of mean levels of
various chemicals (ions) and turnovers of some common transmitter
systems showed changes in various portions of the brain.

The inactivation technique and studies of brain biochemistry were
elaborated.

Dr. Frazer made the following points in conclusion:

All of this work is with very high field strengths and should be taken
in that context. From this work it appears that HF band radiation at
sufficiently high field strengths can produce neurotransmitter
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alterations especially in the midTbrain, thalamus and cerebellum, and
can induce an alteration in some divalent metals in the cerebral
cortex in small rats and mice. The methodology requires improvement
before conclusions canbe reached on relationships between the

different neurotransmitter paths and this is an area for further

study. As of this point we would have to conclude that high field

strength (e.g. 5000 V/m) radiations in the HF band region can produce
some changes in neurotransmitters.

o Drs. Arthur Guy and Richard Lovely, School of Medicine, University

of Washington, Seattle.

Drs. Guy and Lovely discussed investigations of microwave radiation

on the brain and spinal cords of cats, conduction velocities in

isolated nerves (cat and frog), transmission latencies of rabbit

superior ganglia, RF hearing phenomena, and behavior in rats. This

work has attempted 3 establish dose/response curves and thresholds

for observed effects. Thermocouples and thermography have been

used to relate temperature change to power absorption in animals,

phantom and scale models.

In the CNS studies, intact animals were exposed to 918 and 2450 MHz

CW radiations. The effect on CNS mechanisms was studied using the

evoked-potential method (with tactile and auditory stim
uli). Amplitude

and latency changes were produced in the active system by irradiation

of the structures involved. Changes were not noted until levels

around and above 5 watts/Kg peak absorbed power 
density were

reached. At these levels, temperature increases (
3.g., 0.2°C) in

the brain start to occur which appear to be 
associated with the

biological changes. These changes appear to increase with absor
bed

power density. Radiation effects were compared with 
the effects of non-

radiation heating and radiation was combined 
with concurrent antagonistic

cooling. Findings support the contention 
that the microwave effects

observed were exerted through thermal 
loading. With pulsed energy

irradiations (average deposited power 18 
watts/Kg), in some of the

experiments latencies increased as compared
 to the decreases observed

with CW radiation which were associated 
temperature increases. Switch-

ing to CW radiation in these (pulsed) 
experiments resulted in decreased

latencies. This cannot be explained at 
present. At the same time, blood

pressure increases were noted with the 
pulsed but not CW radiation of

the same average power density.

Studies of auditory phenomena associated 
with pulsed microwave radiation

were discussed. The threshold for this 
phenomena appears to be inde-

pendent of the peak power but rather to 
depend on the energy per pulse.

Comparisons of responses to normal ai
rborne acoustic stimuli and micro-

wave pulses were given. The threshold for this 
phenomena is at

quite low power densities and has been 
found to be dependent on the

product of the peak power density and 
the pulse width such that it falls
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somewhere between 10-18 milli joules/Kg. The apparent absence of
cochlear microphonics in this phenomenon and a possible explanation in
terms of rapid microthermal expansion, independent of absolute temperature
change, were disctissed.

Studies with acute exposures in isolated nerves showed changes in
conduction velocity and peak amplitudes of action potentials which
increase with increasing power densities which were also associated
with temperature increases. When temperature was held constant with
circulating cooling solution these changes were not observed. This
work is continuing and has been extended to look at mechanical
response to stimulation in muscle tissue.

Behavioral studies were conducted with rats exposed to 918 MHz CW
radiation using two training paradigms: operant conditioning and
classical conditioning. Operant conditioned animals were exposed
at levels of 10, 2° and 40 mW/cm2 and tested during 30 min./day
sessions. No effects on performance were noted at the 2 lower levels
but at 40 mW/cm2 the animals' performance typically decreases starting
about 5 minutes into the exposure until the animals ultimately cease
performing. The next day the animals performed normally. (Following
the 40 mW/cm2 exposures the animals showed obvious signs of heat stress.)

More recent experiments with classically conditioned rats suggest a
mild or weak aversive reaction to novel food presented prior to irradi-
ation, when tested 24 hours later. With varying power densities this
effect is not observed until power densities of approximately 25 mW/cm2
are attained. The reaction typically disappears and the animals return
to pre-exposure baseline performance after about 2 days. This weak
reaction and rapid return to normal was noted as unusual as compared to
the typically pronounced nature and persistance of this particular
reaction as it is reported in the literature and seen in testing with
other illness-inducing stimuli.

Dr. Guy summarized his findings and present conclusions based on work
to date as follows:

With reference to his studies with CW radiation and acute
(short term) exposures, latency changes were observed in the
cat CNS experiments associated with tissue temperature increases
at peak absorbed power densities of 5 watts/Kg (approximately
equivalent to 3-10 mW/cm2 average power density to the cat's
head).

Changesheating.
g in isolated nerve studies appeared to be dependent on

In the behavioral studies a threshold for observable effects
appeared to occur at 22.5 watts/Kg peak power density (spatial)
(estimated 5 watts/Kg average).
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The phenomenon of RF hearing appears explainable, althoughnot necessarily proven, on the basis of rapid thermal
expansion. A person with normal hearing should be able to
hear these pillsed microwaves.

o Dr. Daryl Hawkins and Dr. John Schrot, Walter Reed Army Instituteof Research.

Drs. Hawkins and Schrot described investigations of behavior and
lethality in rats and mice at several frequencies and various power
densities in an effort to establish frequency/dose dependance for
different animal species and sizes.

Rats (6) trained on a fixed ratio schedule to perform a particulartask for food were used in the behavioral studies. The effect
of CW microwave radiation on the animals was evaluated in terms of
exposure time need - 1 to produce work stoppage (behavioral studies)
or convulsions (lethality studies). Sets of observations at each
of five power levels (between 25 and 150 mW/cm2) were made at several
frequencies between 700 and 3000 MHz. Animal size, frequency, and
power density proved to be of major importance in producing the experi-
mental endpoints. At all frequencies, higher power levels were more
biologically effective, however this relationship was not linear.
In the behavioral studies, 1700 MHz, at all power densities tested,
was most effective in producing work stoppage. Although there were
differences in the individual animal's responses, they all exhibited
the same frequency related effects.

In the lethality studies, the frequency at which animals (in the
3 different size groups) are most vulnerable varies with the
size of the animal. At the higher frequencies (2450 and
3000 MHz) there was a straightforward relationship between size
and time to convulsion or death with the smaller animals being
uniformly more sensitive. These relationships change with decreasing
frequency. Below 1700 MHz, the smaller animals are less vulnerable
ac the frequency decreases while the larger animals are more sensitive
so that, at the lowest frequency tested (710 MHz) the largest rats
were uniformly vulnerable (showing the shortest times to convulsion).
It was also found that animals' orientation with respect to the
electric (E) field vector had major effects on these reactions.
The animals were most vulnerable when the E field was parallel to
the long axis of the body. The possible geometric relationships
Which may have caused the observed frequency dependence were discussed.

Dr. Hawkins summarized this work by stating that observations with
each or the biological indeces measured (behavior, time to convulsion,
and temperature) lead them to conclude that there are very strong
frequency dependent effects and that to a large extent, these effects
can be explained based on temperature increases.
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o Dr. John R. Thomas, Naval Medical.Research Institute, Bethesda,
Maryland.

Dr. Thomas discussed studies in which complex behavioral baselines
were used to assess the effects of low levels (around 10 mW/cm2) of
pulsed and continuous wave microwave radiation. Rats were condi--
tioned to respond on multiple fixed-ratio, differential-reinforcement-
of-low-rate schedules (mult FR DRL). During FR schedules animals
were required to respond a specific number of times to produce a food
pellet and during DRL schedules a pellet was produced by responses
that followed a preceding response by a specified time interval. A
timeout period during which no responses were required occurred
between the termination of one schedule and the beginning of the other.
Several times per week the animals were exposed to microwave radiation
30 min. before an experimental session. Microwave levels of 1, 5, 10,
15 and 20 mW/cm2, employing pulsed and continuous wave S-band and
pulsed X-band fielC , were investigated. Generally, low rates of
responding which occurred on the DRL schedule increased and high rates
of responding which occurred on the FR schedule decreased as a result
of microwave radiation. Low microwave levels increased responding
during the timeout periods as much as 2000% of control values. Subtle
changes in performance patterns were observed at microwave levels as
low as 5 mW/cm2.

In summary, Dr. Thomas stated that a definite behavioral effect in
conditioned rats can be obtained at the exposure levels in these
experiments. He emphasized that the types of changes that occur in
the behavior as a function of exposure are very critically determined
by the interaction between the organism and its environment.
Some behavior increases while some decreases, so the type of
behavior observed is very critical. More systematic use of these
techniques should result in establishing the importance of various
exposure parameters (e.g. frequency, etc.) in these responses.

o Dr. Don R. Justesen, U.S. Veterans Administration Hospital, Kansas
City, Missouri.

Dr. Justesen reviewed behavioral studies with conditioned rats
exposed in a multimodal cavity to 2450 MHz or sham radiation daily
for 2 hours over 6 month periods to investigate the animals'
ability to detect the radiation, possible suppression of conditioned
behavior, and the relationship of various energy doses to observed
responses. Animals were able to detect the radiation with thresholdsnear 500 PW/g and a dose dependent suppression of conditioned
behavior was found (e.g., the frequency of responding decreased
with increasing energy).

Dr. Justesen also discussed experiments based on the method of
equivalent temperatures to investigate radiation effects on the
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growth behavior of unicellular organisms. The method was advanced
as a model system for exploring questions of thermal vs. nonthermal
effects. Suspensions grown at equivalent temperatures produced by

microwaves (2450 MHz) and conventional means were compared and
growth differences were found.

Bacillus Sterothermoyhilus, at their optimal temperature for growth
(60°C), were found to grow at the same rate in the log-phase in the

microwave field as in a water bath, but there was earlier initiation
of growth. Rates of growth at non-optimal temperatures of 50 and 70°C
were also comparable, but in control suspensions, the delay before

Initiation of growth in log-phase was dramatically increased, the

controls usually lagging behind organisms of irradiated suspensions

by several hours.

211.1a1R2ELLanuginosa, a fungal-like organism, appears to grow at a

Slower rate than cwitrols in the microwave field, over a range of

temperatures (50 to 60°C) that overlaps that of optimal growth.

Electronmicroscopic studies revealed a 
hyperproliferation of the plasma

membrane which appears uniquely associated with ir
radiation in this

organism. The effect does not appear to be greatl
y temperature

dependent within the tested range. Aside from its slower rate

of growth and the membrane hyperproliferation, th
e irradiated organisms

appear to function normally.

In concluding comments Dr. Justesen discussed the
 question of power

density vs energy deposition or absorption as 
the prime measure of

nonionizing radiation. He emphasized the importance and 
need for

measures of absorbed energy in addition to 
field density in these

experiments--reasoning that, if there are 
significant nonthermal

interactions (effects not due to simple 
heating), the best way to

demonstrate or establish this is to show 
that some graded effect is

not correlated with graded levels of 
energy dosing. This appears

to be the case with the "Frey" effect (RF 
hearing), since it is the

first derivative (slope of the leading 
edge) of the envelop of

pulsed RF energy and not only the 
quantity of energy that is

responsible for the effect. RF hearing appears to be a bona

fide thermodynamic phenomenon.

o 

Washington.

Mr. 

Batelle Pacific Northwest 
Laboratories, Richland,

Mr. Hunt discussed a variety of studies 
investigating behavioral

effects of microwave irradiation (2.45 
and 2.88 GHz).

Behavioral tests of general activity, 
swimming performance (endurance)

and a vigilance task (discrimination) 
were used to investigate acute

effects following a single 30-min 
exposure of adult male rats to 2.45

GHz microwaves (120 pulses/sec) in a 
multimodal resonating cavity.

General activity was lowered in rats 
that received a 6.3 mW/g dose,
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whether the test started promptly or 1 hr post-exposure. Swimming
speed during a 5-hr test in a 6-m water alley was adversely affected
in trained rats that received a 11 mW/g (near lethal) dose, but not in
those that received a 6.3 mW/g dose or that received the higher dose
and were tested 24 hrs. postirradiation. In the vigilance task, every
5 secs a brief sound or, infrequently, a brief light was presented and
a lever response earned, respectively, a time-out punishment or a
liquid reinforcement. Omission errors increased immediately post-
exposure, particularly after the higher 11 mW/g irradiation, but com-
mission errors did not increase. Behavioral changes were associated
with mild to severe body heating. It was noted that the effects on the
behavior of trained animals reflected alterations in performance rather
than an interference with learned skills.

Studies of other endpoints (e.g. convulsions, audiogenic seizures
in mice, etc) and dose/size relationships were also described.
Avoidance behavior studies in rats free to move between a shielded
or microwave illuminated portion of a divided cage were discussed
briefly. These experiments were similar to those conducted by Dr. Frey
although the frequency (2.88 GHz) was higher and some other aspects
of the exposures differed. This work is still in progress and
results to date are, as yet, inconclusive--a distinct aversive
effect was not observed at the power density levels in Dr. Frey's
experiments, but observations at higher levels suggest a possible
aversion response.

In summary Dr. Hunt concluded that for the rat model for behavior
there are effects produced at levels that are only mildly thermalizing.
The kind of effect and how well determined or predictable it is
from the level of heating depends, in part, on the kind of behavior
studied. Additionally, he stressed the importance of obtaining
measures of both incident and absorbed energy in these studies.

o Dr. Allan Frey of Randomline, Inc.

Dr. Frey discussed some of the many nervous system experiments
he has performed, principally, behavioral studies with rats which
indicated that they can in some manner "detect" microwave radia-
ions at relatively low power density levels and studies of RF
hearing" in man, to further explore the bases or mechanisms

involved in this phenomenon. His work has been primarily concerned
with pulsed radiation and UHF frequencies.

A shuttle box was used to test the response of rats (detection, pre-ference/avoidance) to the presence of low level, UHF energy (1.2 GHz).Rats were placed in a box divided by a hurdle which permits them tojump from one side of the box to the other. One side is illuminatedwith radiation and the other is shielded.
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Pulsed radiations with various characteristics (e.g. average power
density 0.5 mW/cm2, peak 150 mW/cm2 and 0.2 mW/cm2 average, 2.1 mW/cm2
peak), CW radiation (2.4 mW/cm2) and sham irradiated animals were used
in these experiments. Resultant behaviors were compared, analyzing
the amount of time spent by animals in the various groups in the

shielded v.s. unshielded area. Animals were tested during 30-90
minute daily sessions over several days. Results showed that animals
tended to avoid the pulsed radiation, spending significantly more
time in the shielded portion of the box, whereas this was not the case
with the CW or sham irradiations, suggesting that the animals either
didn't perceive or mind the latter (CW) experience.

RF hearing studies were conducted to investigate the possibility of

getting a periodicity pitch phenomenon (as occurs with acoustic

stimuli) using RF "sound". This phenomenon involves a train of

acoustic pulse pairs which are detected by the listener as a tone; the

nature of the tone _epends on the interval between pulse pairs.

Using varied, pulsed microwave energy (average power density 10 mW/cm2)

subjects were asked to match sound perceived to acoustic stimuli.

In general, subjects seemed to indicate they were perceivi
ng the RF

pulses as 5 kHz sound. This was noted as interesting since it has

Previously been shown that people with high frequency hear
ing loss

(e.g. 4 kHz) or with notches in their audiograms 
around 5 kHz (a common

region for hearing loss) can not hear RF sound. 
The implications of

these experiments in terms of possible mecha
nisms for perception (or

transduction) of RF sound were discussed 
including, for example, the

possibility that RF sound transduction might be 
associated with outer

hair cells and possibly basilar or tectoral m
embrane function.

In summary, Dr. Frey commented that, thus far, 
it appears that

research into biological effects has raised 
more questions than it has

provided definitive answers. There appear to be indications that this

energy may have potential as a useful tool 
for exploring and advancing

our understanding of the nervous syste
m. At the present stage, the

implications of this work with respect to 
hazards are still unclear.

o Dr. Ronald Seaman, Duke University, North 
Carolina

Dr. Seaman discussed the effects of 
microwaves on isolated neurons,

based on research he conducted with Dr. 
Wachtel. He stated that in

studying electrical activity in neurons 
of ganglia from Aplysia (a

marine mollusc) the most consistent e
ffect of microwaves observed is

an alteration of the regular firing 
pattern of both "beating" and

pacemaker cells. In more than half of the pacemaker
 cells

studied, the absorbed power level 
needed to produce a definite effect

was less than 15 milliwatt/cc. Cells were isolated and placed in a

chamber filled with sea water and 
exposed in a microwave strip line.

The effects of pulsed versus continuous 
microwaves of the same average
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power were not distinguishable (nclr were the effects at 1.5 GHz
versus 2.45 GHz). In most experiments where convective heating
was used in control preparations, it was found that the microwave

effects were more or less reproducible by ganglionic warning.
In some cases, however, the firing pattern changes in some neurons

resulting from microwave irradiation were definitely not "thermally

reproducible." A consideration of the current densities needed

leads to speculation that firing pattern changes not ascribable

to warming could be attributed to polarizing currents produced
by microwave rectification.

In summary Dr. Seaman concluded that single cell recordings can be
made during irradiation, with little or no artifacts, using the

strip line technique. This technique also has the advantage permit-

ting fairly good calculations of absorbed power. As far as neurons are

concerned, it appears that there are neurons sensitive to very low

levels of microwave radiation, probably due mostly to their high

temperature sensitivity; although some of the responses observed

could not be reproduced with heating in these experiments. Dr. Seaman

speculated that once the responses are catalogued for single neurons
in one system, it may be possible to extrapolate, using absorbed

power as a normalizing factor, to other nervous systems. Further

study of pulsed radiation (v.s. CW) seems in order, since most of the

responses which could not be explained by thermal considerations

occurred under pulsed irradiation.

o Dr. Mark DeSantis, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

Dr. DeSantis discussed experiments conducted with Dr. Ernest Albert
of George Washington University, designed to evaluate microwave

effects in the central nervous system (CNS) using light and trans-

mission electron microscopy.

Chinese hamsters were irradiated with continuous wave (CW) microwaves
(1700, 2450 or 3,000 MHz) at 50, 25 or 10 mW/cm2. Most exposures
were acute, for 30, 60 or 120 minutes, although a few animals were
exposed over several days for up to three weeks. Immediately after
the last exposure or following a prescribed recovery period the
animals were anesthetized and perfused. Central nervous system
tissue from control and experimental animals were simultaneously
processed either for light or electron microscopy. At all power
densities changes were observed in CNS neurons with 1700 and 2450 MHz
but, so far, not with 3,000 MHz exposures. The effects appear to be
reversible in acutely exposed animals allowed a 10-14 day recovery
period following exposure. Only certain areas of the CNS show
vacuolation and tigrolysis of neuron cell bodies after exposure
to microwaves. Hypothalamic and subthalamic neurons of the cerebellum,
spinal cord motor neurons, and trigeminal mesencephalic nucleus

•
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neurons did not. Electron microscopy revealed a decrease in the
rough endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes of hypothalmic neuron
cell bodies. Tests for disruption of the integrity of the blood-
brain barrier have given negative results so far.

In summary, Dr. DeSantis stated that there are detectable changes
In certain CNS neurons of animals exposed to some of the parameters
of microwave radiation tested. However, the reasons for these
changes cannot be unequivocally explained at this time. He noted
that temperature measurements were not made in these animals and
that more experiments with chronic exposures are needed.

Summary:

In addition to discussion and suggestions regarding specific research
presented and, more broadly, the approaches these investigations
represent (e.g. isolated neuron, nerve, EEG studies, behavioral and
biochemical assays), the following summary includes observations and
recommendations pertaining to this area of research and the program in
general, made during, and in writing following, the work session and,
Particularly, in the concluding discussion period.

1. There was general agreement that the session was of considerable
value in providing Council members, OTP and other attendees with an up-
to-date picture of the status of knowledge, research and major trends
in this area. It was particularly useful to see representative projects
in a.given area juxtaposed, with opportunity for interaction and exchange
among investigators and other participants. This permitted a more
coherent view of the status and major "themes" and/or questions which have
emerged. Additionally, the exchange among investigators and others,

Particularly the neurosience specialists from outside the MW field, resulted
in useful recommendations and suggested future directions relative to some
of the individual investigations.

2. Overall, it was clear that there has been very real progress over the
past 2-3 years as evidenced by the emergence of better defined trends and
questions, with a "clustering" of work around some common themes. This, as
compared with the more dispersed scatter of a wide variety of unrelated
studies which characterized early efforts. In several instances similar
studies are being undertaken in two or more independent laboratories to
confirm observations (e.g. RF-hearing, certain behavioral 

studies). It was
noted that a considerable amount of material (and thinking) is 

beginning to
crystallize with a degree of commonality, particularly with regard to
biochemical, endocrine and neuro-endocrine effects. Although there is a
great deal more commonality and interrelatable research, there is still aneed to accentuate complementary efforts and to build up activities
with a greater "critical mass" as some tendency for an excessive fragmenta-tion (numerous disconnected, subcritical efforts) remains. This should,
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of course, not preclude new or innovative approaches. Although lab-to-
lab and investigator-to-investigator communications have improved

significantly, there is-still a need to improve liaison and communication,
particularly among sponsoring agencies.

3. There is some very good work underway in the neural/behavioral area
and a reasonable diversity of approaches. Efforts to date have raised
a number of questions which can serve to focus continuing activities
to resolve these matters.. Much of this work is still in process, some
of the findings are still based on small numbers of experiments or
subjects and there are areas of uncertainity in some aspects of the
dosimetry. There are, nonetheless, substantive indications of effects
in the nervous system and behavior at this stage, warranting further

investigation. The mechanisms, specific exposure conditions and health

Implications are not yet sufficiently understood or explainable, and

considerably more research will be required.

4. Considerable progress has been made in characterizing exposures,

procedures for experimenting within EM fields and dosimetry in general.
The level of sophistication and awareness of complexities in this area
has improved markedly, although difficulties remain in determining doses and
distributions of absorbed energy, etc. The importance of characterizing
both power densities and absorbed energy in a uniform and reproducible
manner in these experiments was emphasized by the discussants. The
desirability of publishing measurement guidelines, including relating
Incident field densities to absorbed power was pointed out. It was
indicated that such an effort is in progress.

5. Some general comments included: discussion of the increasing
number of claims for compensation and awards in cases alleging injury
due to RF/microwave exposure which cannot now be adjudicated and their
implications in terms of cost and priorities; recent progress in

establishing international discourse and cooperation; and the desirability
of continuing and improving the exchange of information.

6. With regard to research in this area, it was noted that in some
studies effects (on performance) were observable only during irradiation
while in others, similar effects were observed following exposure--a
hypothesis as to possible mechanisms which could account for this was
suggested.

7. With the phenomenon of RF hearing in mind, it was suggested that
caution be exercised in behavioral studies suggesting detection, ,
perception or cueing of animals by RF to determine whether or not RF
"hearing" is involved or responsible.

8. Several studies indicated a greater or different biological effect
of pulsed as compared with CW radiation--which, in one case, was greatest
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with modulations in the range of natural bioelectric rhythms. This
should be investigated further together with associated neurochemical
and mechanism studies. .

9. While not strictly within the area being reviewed, the lymphocyte
responses discussed in the course of this session and associated
Immunology (antigen-antibody responses) warrant further study.

10. As a related matter, the use of RF as a tool for advancing our
knowledge of brain function and possibly for microwave imaging systems
for experimental and medical use was noted as potentially valuable fallout
from this research.

11. Work to date has pointed up a number of common areas requiring
more emphasis in continuing studies:

o long-term (chronic) exposures--of at least several months to
a year's duration.

o separation of effects of electric (E) and magnetic (H)

fields.

o modulated/pulsed radiations--and comparative studies of

different modulations and waveforms, e.g., CW radiations
vs. pulsed -- also effects of multi-frequency exposures.

o more parallel effort to investigate mechanisms involved in

any effects observed.

o more work at the biophysical, membrane and neurochemical

levels.

o dosimetry, field measurements, and energy distributions to

permit determination of fields and scattering within subjects

and extrapolation from one animal to another and to man.

12. While funding levels were not an explicit subject of discussion,
it was clear that the levels (and continuity) of support for this

research are still inadequate. This slows progress considerably and
is apparent in the lack of available manpower, and support facilities
in these studies. Multi-year funding is particularly important for
the conduct of chronic exposures and long-term studies, to establish

programs of a reasonable critical mass, for 
attracting additional inves-

tigators into what is not an established field of 
research, and even

to improving liaison between investigators and research 
activities,

Including travel to each other's laboratories, etc.
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V. STRUCTURE  % 00761)5LArelLegl&LF

Structurally, this is a multiagency program in which research and funding
responsibilities are sha-re77-"ninns necessary since tle problem is 
not exclusively within the domain of any one auacy. Many agencies
whose operations involve the use of RF energy or who may be affected
by its use have been and are currently conducting research appropriate
to their own responsibilities and missions. In aggregate, however,
the effort has been fragmented and current economy measures together
with competition for priorities and dollars within agencies could
perpetuate and exacerbate this situation. In the new program partici-
pating agencies roles are based on their particular responsibilitiesand special capabilities which are coordinated to eliminate fragmenta-
tion and maximize the application of resources in eliminating question
marks which today exist in this field.

The OTP is responsible for  coordinating the overall program and for
the elimination of unintended duplication and voids in the effort.The ERMAC advises and assists OTP. For coordination within the
Government an interagency working group (Side Effects Working Group)was formed. Comprised of agency representatives, this group has been
meeting monthly since April this year and is part of the InterdepartmentRadio Advisory Committee (IRAC) which advises OTP on the use of radiowithin the Federal Government. •

The agencies' roles are broadly outlined. Each develops the elements•and specifics of its own program and controls the administration offunds recommended. The major participants are HEW, EPA and DOD which
together will account for approximately-80% of the effort.

As an example, in the plan HEW is responsible for a major biologicalresearch program including controlled animal expeqmentation, basicmechanism studies and effects on people. Emphasis is on long-term
exposures involved in situations pertaining to public health and safety,assessing hazards relating to the general public and to industry,
occupational uses and exposures, and, of course, nonionizing radiationfrom electronic products.

.IXA,,,js concerned with assessing and determg control mechanismsnecessary for nonionizing radiations in the environment. Involvedare biological effects research, environmental surveillance including_supporting data banks, and the capability to provide review andanalysis as to nonionizing electromagnetic aspects of environmentalimpact statements.

The Defense Department ensures that the research programs of thethree millitary departments are coordinated in detail and complementarywith the programs of other agencies. Electronics systems under DODmanagement (e.g., SANGUINE, SAFEGUARD, Shipboard, Air Traffic Control,Field Radars, Air Defense Command Systems, etc.) will be assessed.

...,.....
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The Army effort emphasizes research parti
cularly related to specific

frequency ranges, device characteristics a
nd operational environments

of their personnel. The Navy and Air Force 
activities are oriented

similarly.

The apartment Of Commerce is responsi
ble for developing new method

s

of instrumentation, do-iiiietric 
methodologies, and standardizatio

n of

measurement devices.

The National Science Fgundatio;:s role 
is to encourage and supp

ort

activities to fill the void of knowl
edge of basic mechanisms

 involved

in EMR interactions with biological 
systems.

Similarly, other agencies--involved in 
the use and management 

of the

radio spectrum--have responsibilities 
coincident with their basic

missions:

The ederal Communications Commissi
on, which licenses all

 '

non-Government use of the spectrum, is 
concerned with associated

exposures and safety.

The Federal Aviation Administration 
is concerned with 

exposures

of passengers, employees and the public 
in flight and ai

rport environs.

• The U. S. Information Agency oper
ates very high p

owered HF

band 'communication systems. •

The D222 - of Agriculture operates a
 forest service 

communi-

cations network.71.7:113E5TEel-ned with 
effects on crops and 

livestock.

The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration operates

extremely igh powere trac ing
is responsible for 

EMR

effect in space environments. 

ions and 
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PROGRAM AREAS (See Figure 1 & Key Below)

0 FIGURE 4. EMR/BIOEFFECTS PROGRAM - 
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Example: DOD has a total of (66)

or another agency.
In program area no.
. 3 of the 12 are
. V of the 12 are

One of the projects

**

T -
J -

3 4 18 8 2 24 7 9 13 20

projects; 24 are being conducted within DOD and 42 by outside contracts, grants,

1, G/H/D (defined in Fig. 1) there are 12 relevant projects:
concerned only with program area no. 1,
concerned with program area no. 1, and other program areas as well.

(1J) is jointly funded with another agency.

15

indicates a project funded by transfer dollars from another agency. (8T) indicates 8 transfer fund projects.
indicates a project jointly funded with another agency.

Totals are adjusted to account for joint and transfer funding.
In-Government = 67; non-Government.- 47. A,

13 14
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BRH Desirnated WHO Collaborating Centre for ?.,Ton-Ionizi1-17. Radiation

The Bureau of Radiological Health has been designated as the World 
Hlt 

ti 
Ti (WHO) Collaborating Centre for Stanciardization;eauea

of Protecon An.ainst Non-ioniZliTer r‘c.i -anon and, co current y,
Dirc..,ctor JOh. .iflrort has been 2.onointed Principal Investigator
and Head of the Centre. The decignr,tion, which is for a 3-year period,
was made by the- WHO Director General with the concurrence of Assistant
Secretary for Health Charles C. Edwards.

particularly 
izing radiation refers to all types of electromagnetic 

radiation--

also is included in the definition.

For purposes s of the WHO Collaborating Centre, the term "nonion-

microwave, infrared, ultraviolet, and laser. Ultrasound_ .

Among other functions, the Centre is to assist WHO in (I) estimating
present. levels and trends of human exposure from nonionizing radia-
tion, (2) promoting the establishment of instrument calibration and

reference services in various countries, (3) establishing 
inter-

nationally accentable nomenclature, definition of terms 
and quantities.

and dosimetry methods, (4) training public health personnel, (5)
alerting health officials to the need for establishing 

nonionizing .

radiation control programs, and (6) stimulating 
international research

on biological effects and development of measuring instrumentation.

In commenting on the Bureau's new assignment, Mr. Villforth said he
believes the WHO Collaborating Centre for Non

-Ionizing Radiation will
greatly aid in the exchange of scientific information, 

particularly

radiation biology criteria, between the United States 
and other countries.

According to the WHO manual for medical 
research programs, desig-

nation of collaborating centres is based on a particular 
institution

aving the necessary expertise and facilities to 
fulfill a specific

function.  or range of functions related to the WHO 
research program.".

tIn.add.ition, the manual states, the institution must 
be able to "main-

am high tech.nical standards over a long period.'
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